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Previous research in master and slave systems has demonstrated the effectiveness of
using permanent magnets to perform remote functions. Different approaches have been
utilized by authors to model the force interactions between two or more magnets.
Limiting aspects such as solution time or models with limited geometry inspired the use
of a different method.

The coulombian approach was used to model a master and slave system of neodymium
magnets with complex 3-D orientation angles motivated by a previous prototype. The
work demonstrated how the coulombian approach was applied to the master and slave
system, how the force and torque interactions were calculated, and how stable positions
were determined using the Newton-Raphson iterative method. Several methods for the
distribution of point charges, which the coulombian approach relies on to simplify the
modeling of magnets, were also demonstrated.

The limitations of the model being able to provide accurate results versus computation
time and separation distance between magnets was extensively explored. The model was
shown to be capable of returning quick solutions for the force and torque interactions
between permanent magnets and to also determine the position of a magnet needed to
hold another magnet in a stable position.

The results were confirmed experimentally and with an FEA package. The computation
times were shown to have a large improvement over other methods even for separation
distances where the magnets are in near contact. Point charge distribution methods were
compared over a range of separation distances and for different numbers of point charges

xviii
spread on the magnet pole surfaces. For cylindrical magnets, one method to distribute
points uniformly on a disk surface performed better than the other methods. The
minimum number of point charges needed for accuracy for the separation distance
between the magnets was also explored, showing that the number of point charges needed
for accuracy is low for small, minimum separation distance.

The model was then used to provide analysis that was unavailable during the
development of the motivating prototype. The analysis explored the difference between
rotation schemes of the master magnet using only two degrees of freedom. A method was
devised to determine how far apart magnets need to be separated for a master magnet to
exert similar force and torques on a slave magnet using different rotation schemes. The
change of the orientation of the controlling master magnet versus the change of the
orientation of the slave magnet was also studied. The optimization of peak torque
exertion on the slave magnet by the master magnet by varying the magnet geometries was
also demonstrated.

1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The modeling of magnetic forces and interactions between permanent magnets in a
master and slave system configuration is challenging, especially when speed is a priority.
This introductory chapter provides background on the inspiration for this study of a
master and slave system of magnets, other relatable applications of master and slave
magnet systems, previous work that provides solutions to studying interactions between
magnets, the selection of a solution method, and the goals set out for this thesis and its
organization.

1.1 Motivation and Background
A remotely operated surgical assistant (ROSA) was designed in previous work to
improve minimally invasive surgical procedures (Morgan, 2010). The ROSA prototype
developed relies on orienting a permanent magnet by using the orientation of a larger
magnet a short distance away, thus orienting a camera for use during a surgical procedure.
In discussions with the author, it became clear that there was a need to develop a rigorous
mathematical model of a master and slave system of magnets where the magnetostatic
interactions between a master magnet are being used to manipulate a slave magnet. The
development of a model to study the interactions is intended to lead to further
improvements in continued work on the development of the surgical vision system and to
provide a framework for the creation and analysis of other system models involving
magnets.

The ROSA prototype was developed to reduce the size, remotize the actuators, and
automate the vision system used in a minimally invasive surgery (Morgan, 2010). The
design uses two components: a small device placed inside the body cavity through a
small incision and an external device mounted on a stand outside the cavity. The internal
device houses the camera system and a small slave magnet. The external system
manipulates a larger master magnet, which drives the movement of the internal support
system through magnetic interactions of the master on the slave. Figure 1.1 shows the
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configuration of the two systems during a surgery. The body cavity and internal support
system are enlarged six times for clarity.

Surgical instrument

Exterior drive assembly
Internal support system
with camera

Patient

Wheeled stand

Figure 1.1. ROSA prototype system with body cavity and internal support system
enlarged six times for clarity (Morgan, 2010).
The work detailed in this thesis creates a master and slave model of magnetostatic
interactions that resemble the prototype. This includes selecting magnet sizes, geometries,
and separation distances and defining coordinate systems based on the construction and
operation of the prototype. The analysis of the master and slave system of magnets is also
inspired by the surgical application of using magnets.
1.1.1 Internal Portion of ROSA
ROSA’s internal support system utilizes a gimbal system with two degrees of freedom.
The pan-and-tilt motion of the gimbal system orients the camera by magnetic forces
exerted on the slave magnet due to the positioning of the master magnet outside the body
cavity. The internal support system houses the slave magnet, lights, camera, and the
batteries to power the vision system. The configuration is shown in Figure 1.2.
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Attachment points
Body wall

Slave magnet
Tilt rotation axis
Pan rotation axis
Onboard batteries

Gimbal system
Camera and lights

Figure 1.2. ROSA's internal support system attached to body cavity wall (Morgan, 2010).
The gimbal system is inserted through an incision and then mechanically attached to the
body wall with temporary stitches applied by nonferrous tools already used in current
procedures. The gimbal assembly has a 1.47 cm diameter in order to pass through the
trocar and is 1.25 cm in length. Motion is possible from two axes of rotation, which are
defined as the tilt and pan motions.

The center of mass of the rotating portion of the system is balanced around the center of
rotation of the gimbal system such that a zero net torque is needed to hold a given
orientation. Torque exerted on the slave magnet by the master magnet is only used to
change orientations because the internal support system is fixed to the body wall.
1.1.2 Exterior Portion of ROSA
The exterior drive assembly houses the master magnet and controls the manipulation of
the master magnet, which drives the motion of the internal support system by magnetic
interactions with the slave magnet. A large permanent neodymium magnet sits in a
gimbal system with two degrees of motion that are driven by motors. The motions of the
gimbal system were chosen so that the motors are placed sufficiently far enough away
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from the magnet pair so that there is no interference from the magnetic fields caused by
the motors. The entire system in an external housing unit is shown in Figure 1.3.
Master magnet

Pitch motor
Roll motor

Pitch drive belt

Roll drive shaft

Figure 1.3. ROSA’s exterior drive assembly showing actuation by two motors
(Morgan, 2010).
The roll axis of the gimbal system is driven by the roll motor, which can be rotated ±130°.
The pitch motor rotates along the roll drive shift and orthogonally turns the master
magnet about the pitch axis by use of a drive belt. The pitch can be continuously rotated
360°. The center of mass of the magnet is centered in the gimbal system so that zero
motor input is needed to hold a given orientation. This is possible since force and
interactions of the slave magnet on the master magnet are too small to back drive either
of the motors.
1.1.3 Operating ROSA
The ROSA system is configured during surgery by placing the master magnet as close as
possible to the slave magnet. ROSA was tested using ranges of 14.3 cm to 30.48 cm
separation between the two centers of the two magnets. These distances were chosen
based on placement distances possible that correspond to a normal range of body wall
cavity thicknesses.
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ROSA operates by orienting the master magnet in the external drive assembly, which
orients the slave magnet due to the magnetic interactions between them. The two motors
of the drive assembly serve as inputs θext and φext, which are used to orient the slave
magnet to a position defined by θint and φint. The coordinate system corresponding with
the rotation of the two gimbal systems is shown in Figure 1.4.
Zext

θext
φext

(Roll)

(Pitch)

Yext
Xext

Zint

θint
φint

(Pan)

(Tilt)

Yint
Xint
Figure 1.4. Master and slave gimbal system parallel aligned and centered vertically
(Morgan, 2010).
1.2 Literature Review of Other Applications of Master/Slave Magnet Systems
Several research groups have explored using a master and slave magnet system in other
ways in biomedical applications. Each of the other medical uses used an external
magnetic source to manipulate a small robotic capsule containing a permanent magnet.
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1.2.1 Drug Delivery Capsule Robot
The Maglev Microrobotics Laboratory, University of Waterloo, developed a capsule
robot to deliver drugs precisely at a targeted site in the human GI tract (Hosseini et al,
2011). The external control was performed by an electromagnetic source that was capable
of manipulating a 3-degree-of-freedom (DOF) capsule robot through a desired trajectory
in a viscous fluid with potential uses in endoscopy and colonoscopy. The capsule robot is
shown in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5. Drug delivery capsule robot (Hosseini et al., 2011).
The manipulation of the capsule was obtained by using an arrangement of six
electromagnets producing an external magnetic field. Their study of the magnetic
interaction used Biot-Savart’s law and Maxwell’s equations to find the maximum of the
magnetic field, Bmax, which coincided with locations that the permanent magnet would
tend to move to in its workspace. From there, optimal coefficients of the force equations
were obtained and a PID feedback controller was implemented to manipulate the x, y, and
z positions of the capsule by varying the current of the electromagnets. The movement
control of the capsule was experimentally tested, and the gains of the PID controller were
obtained by experimentation.
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1.2.2 Robotic Endoscopic Capsules
Robotic endoscopic capsules are similar to the drug delivery capsule robot but require
more manipulation. These capsules are small, pill-sized capsules equipped with a vision
system that adds an additional orientation requirement that has been studied by several
researchers. The capsules contain permanent magnets and need the orientation of a vision
system manipulated by an external magnetic field to change the direction of view. An
example of a commercially available robotic endoscopic capsule, PillCam, modified to
replace one of the cameras with permanent magnets is shown in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6. Robotic endoscopic capsule, PillCam, modified by adding permanent magnets
(Swain et al., 2010).
Swain et al. (2010) and Keller et al. (2010) performed studies manipulating an external
permanent magnet by hand to orient the internal capsule as proof of viability and safety
of using manipulated endoscopic capsules in human patients. Ciuti et al. (2010a) studied
manual manipulation of the permanent magnet by hand versus using a 6-DOF robotic
arm controlled by an intuitive 6-DOF input device shown in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7. Robotic control of an endoscopic capsule (Ciuti et al., 2010a).
Ciuti et al. (2010b) took the study of magnetic steering and locomotion of an endoscope
capsule further by using finite element analysis (FEA) to calculate the force and torque
interactions between a master and slave magnet system. A feedback control system was
developed to maneuver the capsule by moving the external permanent magnet with a
robotic arm.

Mahoney et al. (2016) explored a 5-DOF (3-DOF position and 2-DOF orientation)
manipulation of an endoscopic capsule by using a permanent magnet maneuvered by a
robotic arm. The permanent magnet provided a continuous rotating field by continuously
rotating the magnet. Force and torque interactions between the master and slave system
were calculated by using the magnets’ dipole moments, and control was achieved by
using a Jacobian matrix. A PID feedback controller allowed the operator to move and
orient a capsule where control over the orientation is sacrificed to maintain control over
position when the manipulator is at a kinematic singularity.
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Yang et al. (2014) and Yang et al. (2015) explored the forces exerted on a magnet ring in
an endoscopic capsule by an external permanent magnet. An analytical method was used
to solve when the master magnet is cuboidal, and a numerical method was used to solve
when the master magnet is cylindrical. The studies used a force gauge to confirm the
attraction force experimentally and then further explored the effects of geometry
selection of the master magnets. Figure 1.8 shows the experimental setup from Yang et al.
(2014).

Figure 1.8. Force gauge used to measure attraction force exerted on a ring magnet by a
cuboidal magnet (Yang et al., 2014).
Several studies have also further explored methods for locating the position and
orientation of an endoscopic capsule. Each uses an array of magnetic sensors to measure
the magnetic field of the capsule. Hu et al. (2007) used a linear algorithm, and Hu et al.
(2008) used an improved nonlinear algorithm. Yang et al. (2009) showed an effective
method using a particle swarm optimization algorithm to achieve good accuracy within a
predetermined range. Di Natali et al. (2016) used a Jacobian-based iterative method for
good localization with an overall refresh rate of 7 ms.

Keller et al. (2012) used a system of 12 electromagnetic coils to generate external
magnetic fields to manipulate an endoscopic capsule. The magnetic fields were calculated
using the Biot-Savart law, and a method to perform capsule movements and maneuvers
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such as jumping to clear an obstacle were explored. Similarly, Kummer et al. (2010) and
Nam et al. (2015) used coil systems to maneuver microrobots in three DOF systems by
calculating the forces on small slave magnets by the magnetic field of the external coils.

1.3 Literature Review of Magnetostatic Interactions between Permanent Magnets
A method is needed for calculating the forces and interactions between the master and
slave permanent magnets. Several methods of modeling the magnets explored in previous
work were researched before a method was selected that would serve the purpose and
needs of this study.
1.3.1 Analytical Method for Calculating Magnetostatic Interactions and Forces
Calculating the force between two magnets is dependent on its magnetic moment and the
magnetic field of the other magnet. Even for simplified cases where aligned magnets are
separated in a single direction, calculating the forces exerted on one magnet by the other
is nontrivial when solving by analytical methods.
Authors at Laboratoire d’Electrotechnique de Grenoble explored 3-D analytical
calculations of the forces exerted between two cuboidal magnets by calculating the work
of the interaction energy between the magnets (Akoun & Yonnet, 1984). The work
calculated the forces exerted on one cuboidal magnet by another and used a general case
where the cuboidal magnets are always parallel to one another and are magnetized in the
same or opposite direction. This simplified case has 256 terms after four integrations.
Only the force components were solved until more recent work was able to solve the
torque components (Allag & Yonnet, 2009) for the same simplified case.

Another common analytical method to calculate force interactions between permanent
magnets uses Kelvin’s formula.

dF  0 (M  Hext )

(1.1)
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where M is the magnetization and H ext is the external magnetic field strength. The total
force acting on the magnet is then obtained by integrating the differential force over the
magnet volume V.
Fmagnet   dFdV

(1.2)

V

This method is also difficult to solve due to needing to integrate the magnetic field of a
permanent magnet. Elliptical integrals in the case of cylindrical magnets can then only be
evaluated numerically using various expansions for the elliptical integrals. Authors at the
University of Florida used this method for exploring scaling and geometry effects on the
forces between cuboidal and cylindrical magnets for simplified cases where the magnets
are parallel (Agashe & Arnold, 2008).

Applying either of these analytical methods to the master and slave system would be
difficult due to needing to adapt them to a model where forces and interactions need to be
found for permanent magnets that are in any orientation and not just for the simplified
case where the magnets are parallel to one another. The model also needs to cover further
cases where both magnets may not be the same geometry; that is, the master is a cuboidal
magnet and the slave is a cylindrical magnet. Authors in the literature review of
endoscopic capsules used the analytical method for force interactions but not the torque
exerted on a slave by a master magnet.
1.3.2 Ampère Current and Coulombian Substitution Models
Two other methods are commonly used to calculate the magnetic fields and the force
interactions between permanent magnets. The substitutions rely on replacing the
permanent magnets with either fictitious currents or charges, which simplifies modeling
the magnets while still yielding accurate results.

The ampèrian current model relies on substituting the permanent magnet with current
loops curled along the magnetization direction of the magnet. The net result of several
small current loops ends up being one current loop along the surface of the magnet
parallel to the direction of magnetization. Each current loop has an easy-to-calculate
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magnetic field using the Biot-Savart law, and the net result of the magnetic field of
summing all the current loops is an accurate representation of the magnetic field both
inside and outside a permanent magnet.

Another substitution to simplify modeling a permanent magnet is the coulombian
approach. The coulombian method replaces the permanent magnet with a distribution of
surface and volume charged particles. The net result of the magnetic field generated by
the charged particles and the forces and interactions between two magnets is easy to
calculate by using Coulomb's law. The coulombian model generates an accurate
representation of the magnetic field outside the permanent magnet but has a less accurate
representation of the magnetic field inside a permanent magnet than the ampèrian current
substitution.
These two substitution models are compared by authors at Laboratoire d’Acoustique de
l’Universite du Main for radially magnetized arc-shaped permanent magnets (Ravaud &
Lemarquand, 2008). The coulombian method is also studied for radially polarized magnet
fields by authors at Laboratoire d’Electrotechnique de Grenoble (Rakotoarison et al.,
2007).
1.3.3 Finite Element Analysis
One of the most common methods for calculating the forces and interactions between
permanent magnets is to use FEA. Software such as COMSOL Multiphysics, as shown in
Figure 1.9, or FLUX3D is capable of calculating the magnetic field and resultant forces
between two permanent magnets.
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Figure 1.9. Magnetic flux density plotted in COMSOL providing a visualization of the
magnetic field of a permanent magnet interacting with a metal rod (Littmarck, 2013).
FEA can provide accurate interactions between magnets, but calculating the resultant
forces and interactions between magnets is time consuming and cumbersome. Since there
is a desire to develop a controller for the prototype using magnet modeling, FEA method
calculations will not be suitable since they take considerable time to compute. Results can
be computed much faster using alternative substitution methods that simplify modeling
permanent magnets.

FEA results can be accurate if attentive care is taken in mesh size selection and modeling
of the geometry of the edges of the permanent magnet. Though using FEA results does
not meet the requirement of quick calculation returns for use in a controller nor is it
suitable for the extensive study of the master and slave system, it will be useful for
testing the accuracy of a substitution model.
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1.4 Model Selection
The coulombian model was selected to model the permanent magnets of the master and
slave magnet system. The coulombian model is more intuitive, and the forces and
interactions between charged particles are easy to calculate using Coulomb’s law. Since
the model study will include both cylindrical and cuboidal magnets, the coulombian
model has the advantage of having only two surfaces to distribute charged particles on.
The ampèrian model would require representing a cuboidal magnet with current loops
around four surfaces. Since the forces and interactions between two magnets relies on the
net result of all the interactions between the substituted charges or loops, the coulombian
model will require a lower number of calculations, which is desired if the controller
design of a future prototype relies on the quick return of results. The advantage of an
accurate magnetic field inside the magnet using the ampèrian model would not be utilized
since this study will never use the magnetic field inside a magnet because it is the study
of interaction between two magnets.

1.5 Objective of the Thesis
The objective of this thesis is to develop a model that accurately portrays the forces and
interactions between a master and slave system of magnets. The model will need to be
accurate for the distances of separation expected between two magnets for the first
prototype and for expected future versions. The model will be checked using an
experimental setup designed to be similar to the gimbal system of the first prototype,
which will provide a real-world confirmation for the calculated results. The model will
also be checked using COMSOL to compare the results of FEA to the simplified model
and to test the limits of when the simplified model may be less accurate. The model will
then be analyzed to provide a study of the master and slave magnet interactions that will
be useful for a future prototype. This includes optimizing the magnet shape and size
selection, knowing the separation distances and other limits of the prototype workspace,
and generating useful guidelines and other material to help address potential failure
modes of the previous prototype.
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1.6 Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 1 has covered the inspiration for this thesis and provided a brief literature review
for magnets used in endoscopic applications and previous work in studying magnetic
interactions between two permanent magnets. Chapter 2 covers the model constructed
using the coulombian substitution method to calculate the force interactions for the
master and slave system. Chapter 3 details the experimental setup and procedures for
capturing experimental results to compare to the master and slave system model. Chapter
4 covers the experimental runs that were recorded and compares the experimental results
with results from the mathematical model from Chapter 2. Chapter 5 studies the
limitations of using the coulombian approach to model the system and determines the
best ways to implement the model for computational speed and accuracy. Chapter 6 uses
the master and slave coulombian model to provide useful analytical results and analysis
for the previous prototype and future prototypes. Chapter 7 then provides a summary of
the work, concluding remarks, and useful suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2. MODELING THE MASTER AND SLAVE
INTERACTIONS

This chapter studies the interaction between two magnets by a modeling the master and
slave magnet system using the coulombian approach selected in the previous chapter and
is constructed to resemble the ROSA prototype as seen in Chapter 1.

The purpose of modeling the system is to determine the orientation of the master magnet
in order to orient the slave magnet to an equilibrium state that will keep it in a desired
orientation. The force interactions and the net torque that the master magnet exerts on the
slave magnet will be needed in order to calculate these equilibrium positions.

2.1 Coordinate System and Magnet Geometry
The master and slave were assigned a coordinate system and parameters that define their
size, position, and orientation. The model uses a Cartesian coordinate system to define
the locations of the centers of the master and slave magnets. The center of the master
magnet is at the origin. The center of the slave magnet is at dx, dy, dz. The surfaces are
identified as S1, S2, S3, and S4 as shown in Figure 2.1. In this thesis, the north end of the
magnet will be noted in red.
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Z
S3

Slave magnet
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S1

Master magnet

X
dy

S2
dx

Y

Figure 2.1. Cartesian coordinate system for the magnets with labels.
For a cylindrical magnet, a is the radius of the magnet and h is half the height of the
magnet. For a cuboidal magnet, a is half the width along the y-axis, b is half the width
along the x-axis, and h is half the height of the magnet. The parameters are shown in
Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2. Size parameters for the magnets.
Two different coordinate systems are used to define the orientation of the magnets. The
initial coordinate system A (SYSA) was initially picked to match coordinate systems
commonly used in mathematics. The orientation angles move the master magnet by
changing the pitch of the magnet and then its yaw. As the ROSA prototype was designed,
a second coordinate system B (SYSB) emerged from using a different rotation method to
orient the master magnet using a roll and then a pitch motion. The purpose of the second
coordinate scheme is only relevant to analysis in 6.1, so its demonstration and purpose
will be explained there. For all other purposes, only the SYSA coordinate system will be
used.

Figure 2.3 shows a cuboidal magnet with no rotation. The location of the center of the
magnet is given in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z). The north pole is in the positive Z
direction, and the south pole is in the negative Z direction.
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Z

Y
X
Figure 2.3. A cuboidal magnet with no rotation.
SYSA moves by first rotating the magnet about the Z-axis by an angle α (azimuthal).
Then a second rotation changes the pitch of the magnet by rotating about the intermediate
XA’-axis by an angle γ (polar). The two rotations are demonstrated in Figure 2.4.
Z

Z, ZA’

γ (pitch)
Y A”

ZA”

Y A’
Y

X
X

Y
α (yaw)
XA ’

XA’, XA”

Figure 2.4. First and second rotation of a cuboidal magnet using SYSA where α = 45°,
γ = 45°.
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The rotation scheme for this coordinate system is capable of pointing the ZA”-axis in
every direction but lacks a third rotation and an orientation angle for spinning the magnet
about the ZA”-axis. This was done to reduce the number of degrees of freedom in the
system and to avoid using a third motor to orient the master magnet. Since a cylindrical
magnet is symmetrical about the ZA”-axis, there is no difference between using two
degrees of freedom and three for its orientation. However, the corners of a cuboidal
magnet cannot have their location changed for any nonzero γ angle. The impact of this
limitation will be discussed later in 6.1.

2.2 Applying the Coulombian Model to the Master/Slave Magnet System
The coulombian model replaces the permanent magnets with fictitious charged particles
that will then represent the permanent magnets in order to simplify calculating the force
interactions between the magnets. This section covers how the substitution of point
charges is done, how the force exerted on the slave magnet are calculated, how the torque
exerted on the slave magnet is then calculated, and how the stable positions of the slave
magnet are found.
2.2.1 Distributing the Point Charges
The charges are distributed based on a magnetic charge density  . The charge density of
particles is composed of two types of charges: a volume charge density  v and a surface
charge density  s .

 v   J

(2.1)

The volume charge density is zero since the divergence in the magnetization of a magnet
is uniformly polarized along an axis, so

 v   J  0

(2.2)

s  J n

(2.3)

and

where n is the unit vector normal to the surface and
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 s  J  n  J

(2.4)

since the magnets are only polarized perpendicular to the surfaces at the top and bottom
of the magnet and parallel to the axis of symmetry. Figure 2.5 shows the equivalent
fictitious charge density for this special case. The north pole surfaces, S1 on the master
and S3 on the slave magnet, are charged with a magnetic pole surface density  s ; the
south pole surfaces, S2 on the master and S4 on the slave, are charged with the opposite
magnetic pole surface density  s .

Figure 2.5. Equivalent fictitious surface charge density shown replacing the magnet of
uniform, axial magnetization.
The magnetic point charges q1 and q2 are charges representing a given area A on each
surface by

q   s A

(2.5)

Figure 2.6 shows surface charge densities being replaced by a distribution of individual
point charges.
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Figure 2.6. A distribution of fictitious point charges shown replacing the surface charge
densities of a magnet.
2.2.2 Calculating the Force Using Coulomb’s Law
The force interaction between individual charges is found by using Coulomb’s law.

F ef 

1

q1q2

4 0 r
ef

2

ref

(2.6)

where q1 and q2 are the signed magnitude of the point charges, ε0 is the permittivity of
free space, and

ref  re  rf

(2.7)

is the vector between the two charges. Figure 2.7 shows the force on a positive charge on
S3 from the interaction with a positive charge on S1.
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Figure 2.7. Force and vectorial distance between two positive charges.
The net force on one charge caused by two or more charges is the sum of the individual
forces from each of the charges. Every point charge has an interaction with every other
point charge, so summing is repeated until every pair of interactions is accounted for.
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The complete force interaction on one charge by a group of charges is therefore found by
applying the superposition principle to Coulomb’s law.

F ( x1  x 2 ...)  F ( x1 )  F ( x2 )  ...

(2.8)

In the case of a single magnet, the net force between all the point charge interactions
sums to zero. Only an external force, like the presence of another magnet, can have a
nonzero effect, so only the interactions between point charges of separate magnets are
summed.

The total force exerted on the slave magnet by the master magnet is therefore

FSlave  F31  F32  F41  F42

(2.9)

where F31 is the sum of all the individual forces on point charges on surface S3 on the
slave magnet by all the point charges on surface S1 on the master magnet, etc.
2.2.3 Calculating the Torque Exerted on the Slave Magnet
Using the same idea, the total torque applied on the slave magnet by the master magnet
from an interaction between a charge on the slave magnet and a charge on the master
magnet is

Tef  re /CM  Fef

(2.10)

where re / CM is the vector from the center of the slave magnet to the point charge and Fef
is the force applied to a point charge on the slave magnet by a point charge on the master
magnet. Figure 2.8 demonstrates the force and vector components of the torque cross
product for the single pair of point charge interactions demonstrated previously in
Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.8. The torque cross product components for the interactions between a single
pair of point charges.
The total torque on the slave magnet by the master magnet is found by superposition,
where every interaction between a point charge and all other point charges of the other
magnet are summed to get the total torque.

Tslave  T31  T32  T41  T42

(2.11)

where T31 is the superposition sum of torques on point charges on surface S3 on the slave
magnet by all the point charges on surface S1 on the master magnet, etc.
If each surface has the same number of point charges N distributed on them, then
Coulomb’s law is calculated 4N2 times for each total force and torque applied to the slave
magnet. Since the force and torque need to be calculated for many positions and
orientations of the magnets, an efficient method for distributing the point charges is
needed to keep the total number of computations in check.
2.2.4 Distributing the Charges onto the Surface of the Magnets
A scheme was needed to distribute the point charges onto the surfaces of the magnets.
Equation (2.5) shows that each charge is a representation of an area given the charge
density of the surface, so methods to divide up the areas and replace them with individual
point charges were devised. The methods are then compared later on in 5.3 to find which
method provides the best trade-off for accuracy and speed of calculation.
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2.2.4.1 Distribution of Points by Equal Spacing along Rays (Equal m and n Spacing)
The simplest method to distribute point charges is to distribute a number of points based
on the number of rays m and the number of points along each ray n. The rays are spaced
evenly around a circle with an equal distance between each point along the ray. This is
demonstrated in Figure 2.9.
Angle between rays

Rays

Points along a ray

Area represented by one ray
Figure 2.9 An equal m and n spacing distribution of point charges where m = 10 n = 4.
The angle between rays Δθ is determined using the number of rays m in a full circle

  2 / m

(2.12)

The edges of each area are also equally spaced by radial and angular distances. The
highlighted areas in Figure 2.9 that each charge represents for a single ray of charges is
shown again in Figure 2.10. The angular distance between rays Δθ is also the same
angular distance between areas representing the charges along a single ray.
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Areas represented by

single point charges

r

Figure 2.10. Area representations for an equal distance distribution of point charges for a
single ray where n = 4.
The area A each point charge represents is
A  rr

(2.13)

It is noted that the areas are not equal size. Therefore, from Equation (2.5), the
magnitudes of the point charges are smaller as you approach the center of the circular
surface. This method was included since it closely resembles discrete integration of the
circular surfaces.
2.2.4.2 Distribution of Points by Equal Areas along Rays (Equal m and n Areas)
A second point charge distribution was devised to see if another similar method using
areas of equal size could prove more efficient. The second method splits the circular
surface into equal areas, so each point charge has the same magnitude. This method also
uses an m number of rays with an n number of points distributed along the ray. The
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distribution along the ray is how the two methods differ. The area highlighted in Figure
2.9 is shown in Figure 2.11 for this distribution method.

Δθ

router

rinner

Areas represented by
single point charges

Figure 2.11. Area representations for an equal areas distribution of point charges for a
single ray where n = 4.
The boundaries of each area are calculated by keeping the areas equal in size. The
angular distance between the rays is the same as the distribution by the equal distances
method. The pie-shaped slice of areas for one ray of n number of areas has a total area
Atotal  12  r 2

(2.14)

where r is the radius a of the cylindrical magnet.

Then, each point charge represents an area An
An 

Atotal

n

1
2n

 a 2

(2.15)

The area of the shape can also be written as
2
2
An  12  (router
 rinner
)

(2.16)
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Combining the two equations and rearranging to find the inner radius gives
2
rinner  router
 an

2

(2.17)

Since router for the outer most section is a, each r can be found by starting with the outer
most section and then solving for the rest of the areas by working toward the center of the
circle.

The part charges are then set at the centroid of each section.
3
3
3
3
4sin( )(router
 rinner
)
2(router
 rinner
)
2
r

lim
2
2
2
2
 0 3( r
3 (router  rinner )
outer  rinner )

(2.18)

where r is the centroid for an annulus section when Δθ is close to zero.

Since each point represents a same size area, the area of each section only needs to be
computed once, and all areas should be equal to the total area of the surface divided by
the number of points N.

The two distribution methods are shown side by side in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12. Equal m and n spacing (left) and equal m and n areas (right) methods for the
distribution of points where m = 36, n = 25.
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The crowding of point charges in the middle of the equal m and n spacing method mean
that a higher number of force and torque calculations will be spent on lower magnitude
point charges. For any orientation of slave and master where at least one orientation angle
γ is nonzero, the outer points on the surfaces would be the closest points between two
magnets. From Coulomb’s law, Equation (2.6), these would have the highest force
interactions between the magnets due to distance and the magnitude of the charges being
higher since they represent larger areas. It is suspected that this method of distribution
will be inefficient since the points near the centers of the surfaces are never closest and
have a smaller charge due to the small areas they represent.
2.2.4.3 Distribution of Points Using Vogel’s Method (Sunflower)
The first two distribution methods have the point charges spaced further between rays as
the radial distance increases, so the point charges are not spread evenly across the whole
circular disk. Methods that attempt to spread point charges as evenly as possible are
sought and then included.
The first even distribution method is based on Fermat's spiral using Vogel’s method
(Vogel, 1979) where the author proposed a spiral model where

r c i

(2.19)

  2 i /  2

(2.20)

and

where i is the index number, r is the radius, θ is the angle, c is a scaling factor, and  is
the golden ratio



1 5
2

(2.21)

Using the spiral will place points in a pattern at radius r for each advancement in θ. To
evenly distribute the points radially, a scaling factor is chosen to place the points at radial
spacing that corresponds to concentric rings that divide the disk into equal areas.
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If the outermost concentric ring (Nth) is equal in area to the ith concentric ring and the
innermost circle, then

AN  A i  A0

(2.22)

 (rN2  rN2 1 )   (ri 2  ri 21 )   (a N ) 2

(2.23)

reduces to

where N is the total number of distributed points and follows the pattern

ri 

i
N

(2.24)

i  12
N

(2.25)

The radius r then becomes

r

which spaces the point charges between the concentric rings by using the index minus a
half step. The concentric rings forming areas of equal size are shown in Figure 2.13.

r=ri-.5

ri

Figure 2.13. Concentric rings in black form N areas of equal size. The red rings are the
half step between the rings using the index i -.5.
Using this method to distribute points is demonstrated in Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14. Distribution of points using the sunflower method where N = 900.
The sunflower method of distributing points on a disk is asymmetrical since the number
of rotations of the spiral typically does not complete a whole number of rotations. Since
asymmetry could cause erroneous results, an additional method attempting to distribute
points was constructed.
2.2.4.4 Distribution of Points by Circle Packing Based Method (nr Method)
The final distribution method attempts to distribute points evenly on a circular disk using
a method based on trying to keep the radial separation between charges and spacing along
a radius even. This method is based on attempting to pack circular areas evenly around
equally spaced rings. Figure 2.15 demonstrates this idea.
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Rings

Chord between adjacent centers on an arc, L

Distance between rings,

Packed circles
Figure 2.15. The packing of circles placed on rings for nr = 3.
The radius of each ring is
rring  pr

(2.26)

where p is the index number of the ring from the center outward and r is the spacing
between rings. If a is the outer radius of the cylindrical magnet, then

r  a / (nr  12 )

(2.27)

where nr is the number of rings.
The chord L between two adjacent circles is given by

  2sin 1 (

L
)
2rring

(2.28)

where  is the angular separation between adjacent circles. If q is the number of circles
around a ring, then
  2 / q

(2.29)
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Combining Equations (2.26), (2.27), (2.28), and (2.29), the number of circles in the p-th
ring is
q



(2.30)

1

sin (1 (2 p))

For a given number of rings nr, the number of circles that can be spaced around a ring can
be solved. Since only a whole number of circles can be spaced around a ring, then q is
rounded to the nearest whole number, and the rounded q is used to find the angular
separation  .

From Equation (2.5), the mass of each charge will depend on the area it is representing.
Since q is rounded, the areas each point charge represents should be found. The inner
most circle has an area
Acenterpoint   (

r 2
)
2

(2.31)

since one point occupies the central circle area.

Each of the other areas are actually segments of an annulus, so their areas are

Anoncenterpoints 


q

[(( p  12 )r )2  (( p  12 )r )2 

2 pr 2
q

(2.32)

from using the area of each annulus divided by the number of points q.
The starting point of each ring alternates using 0 and Δθ/2 for even and odd indexes to
stagger the points along θ = 0°. The points are distributed for a full revolution around the
ring at an angle θ. The area representations and points are shown in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16. Area segments and points distributed at r and θ for nr = 3 (Np =38).
If the circles are replaced with points, the overall effect is that for a given nr, a total
number of points NP is approximately evenly distributed within a circular disk. The result
of this method is demonstrated in Figure 2.17 for a greater number of points.
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Figure 2.17. Distribution of points by the nr method where nr = 16 (NP = 855).
Since this method evenly spaces the points around each ring, the overall effect of the
method distributes all the points very evenly around the center point of the disk. The
downside of this method is that the overall number of points NP is not controlled directly
since it is dependent on the number of rings nr. For example, nr = 1, 2, and 3 will have a
total number of points NP = 7, 19, and 38.
2.2.4.5 Thoughts on the Different Distribution Methods
The efficiency of the disk distribution methods is studied in Chapter 5. The overall
efficiency of a distribution method could potentially have a big impact on the model. If a
method can hold the same accuracy while decreasing the total number of points N on the
four surfaces, for example, by 25%, then the total number of calculations to find the
stable position or torque would be reduced by almost 44%. If accuracy can be achieved
with a lower number of charge points, then a very large number of computations are
saved by using the most suitable method.

Even if one method proves to be superior to the others in most circumstances, the
inclusion of other methods will still serve the purpose of better understanding how the
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distribution methods and quantity of points distributed affect the model. For example, the
equal m and n spacing used with an overabundance of point charges could be useful to
check for solutions of methods converging since it was modeled after discrete integration.
2.2.4.6 Distributing Point Charges on a Cuboidal Magnet’s Surfaces
For cuboidal magnets, point charges are distributed equally on the surface where m is the
number of points along the original y-axis and n is the number of points along the original
x-axis. Since this method distributes equal magnitude charges over equal-sized areas, it
was the only method used to distribute charges on cuboidal magnet surfaces. If the choice
of distribution method for the cylindrical magnets is shown to be significant, a second
method for distributing points on a cuboidal magnet will be proposed. The distribution is
shown in Figure 2.18.
Y

2a

X

2b
Figure 2.18. Distribution of m =3, n =5 point charges on a cuboidal magnet.
2.3 Stable Positions of the Slave Magnet
The main usage case of the master and slave system model is to compute an orientation
of the master magnet that will move and hold the slave magnet in a given orientation.
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For the slave magnet to be held in a static position, the net torque exerted on the slave
magnet by the master magnet must be zero. At this position, the slave magnet will be
oriented along the magnetic field lines of the master magnet. The positions are stable
because they are self-correcting since the slave magnet will want to move to this
alignment from adjacent positions. Figure 2.19 demonstrates the torques that want to
return the slave magnet to the stable position from orientations near the stable position.
Correcting torques of positions
near the stable position
Z

Z

Z
=0

Stable position of
the slave magnet

Y

X

X

Y

Y

X

Master magnet position for
desired slave magnet position
Figure 2.19. Correcting torques that move the slave magnet into the stable position.
2.4 Newton-Raphson Iterative Method for Finding Stable Positions
The numerical method known as Newton-Raphson was used to find the orientation
parameters for the master magnet that hold the slave magnet in a desired position. This
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method finds the stable position by generating first-order derivatives for each master and
slave input angle and calculating the changes in each directional component of the torque
on the slave magnet for each change in the orientation angles. After a few iterations, the
position to hold the slave magnet in a position with zero torque is found.

The iterative solution for finding the orientation of the master magnet to exert zero torque
on the slave magnet for a given orientation of the slave magnet is shown in Figure 2.20.
The first iteration begins using a guessed orientation of the master magnet. Since there is
a torque on the slave magnet that is nonzero, an iteration of the Newton-Raphson method
takes place. The second iteration changes the orientation angle of the master magnet,
where the effect is a decrease of the torque exerted on the slave magnet for its given
position. Since the torque is again nonzero, another iteration takes place. The final
iteration has the master magnet in an orientation where it is now exerting zero torque on
the slave magnet. This final iteration gives the orientation of the master magnet that holds
the slave magnet in a stable position.
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Desired orientation
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X
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Y

First iteration

X

Second iteration

Final iteration

Master magnet position
iterates until slave magnet
is in stable position
Figure 2.20. Newton-Raphson iterations finding the orientation of the master magnet that
exerts zero torque on the slave magnet for a given orientation.
2.4.1 Two Newton-Raphson Solutions
There is one other orientation of the slave magnet where the net torque on the slave
magnet is zero. The position that orients the slave magnet in the exact opposite direction
of the stable position. Since the slave magnet is unrestrained, it will not find itself in this
position in actual operation of the master and slave system. This position is of unstable
equilibrium, and any movement or disturbance of either the slave or master magnet will
cause the slave magnet to move its orientation away from this position and flip 180° to
the stable equilibrium position.
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Since the model solves this in reverse, there are two orientation solutions for the master
magnet that will exert zero torque on the slave magnet for a single given position of the
slave magnet. The unstable equilibrium orientation solution is avoided in the NewtonRaphson method iteration by always using a starting position that is closer to the stable
orientation than the unstable orientation. For a master magnet and slave magnet rotating
in the same plane, the rotation of the slave magnet is close to the counterrotation of the
master magnet. For a master and slave magnet separated only by a distance dz, a good
first approximation for γmaster would be –γslave. This is demonstrated in Figure 2.21.
Z

Y
X

Figure 2.21. γmaster = 45° shown being used as a first approximation for the iterative
approach in solving γmaster for γslave = -45°.
When dy and dz are nonzero, additional steps need to be taken since the rotations of the
magnets do not start linearly aligned along the z-axis when γmaster and γslave are both = 0°.
Figure 2.22 demonstrates this for a nonzero dy.
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dz

Y
dy
X

Figure 2.22. Master and slave magnet in linear alignment for a nonzero dy.
The slave magnet in Figure 2.22 will roughly follow a counterrotation of the master
magnet beginning from when they are linearly aligned. An angular offset therefore
should be accounted for when estimating a γmaster to orient the slave magnet with an angle
γslave.

 offset  cos 1 (

dz
d x2  d y2  d z2

)

(2.33)

The first approximation of γmaster used should therefore be

 master  2 offset   slave
to cover all nonzero separations dx and dy.

(2.34)
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For the master and slave magnet model shown in Chapter 2 to be useful and serve its
purpose of accurately modeling the master and slave interactions, the model accuracy
needed to be tested and compared with experimentally recorded measurements. This
chapter covers the design of the experiment setup and how experimental measurements
were recorded.

3.1 Experiment Considerations
Experimental goals were set to test the accuracy of the model in a setup that closely
resembled the ROSA prototype. There are two primary outputs the model was developed
to provide: the torque exerted on the slave magnet by the master magnet and the
orientation of a master magnet needed to hold a slave magnet in a given static
equilibrium position. Therefore, the experiment needed to be designed to record stable
positions and record the torque exerted on the slave magnet by the master magnet.

The experiment also used magnet sizes and separation distances similar to those used in
the prototype. Providing analysis of the prototype is the inspiration of the model, so
testing the accuracy of the model with similar parameters is of utmost interest. Further,
experiencing the behavior of the magnets in a similar capacity also provided a chance to
find issues and scenarios that the prototype may encounter. These concerns led to further
experimental runs and case studies for the analysis of the model.

The experimental setup had to be designed with the presence of other magnets in mind.
Not only can a strong magnetic field potentially damage most standard lab equipment, the
use of any ferromagnetic material in the experiment setup could affect the accuracy of the
recordings due to interference changing the behavior of the magnetic fields. Since the lab
equipment available did not meet these requirements, construction of inexpensive
equipment was chosen to make the measurements without purchasing new lab equipment.
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A balance scale was chosen as a suitable apparatus to capture the intended measurements.
It provided a simple design that could be used for both types of measurements while also
being easily constructed out of materials available in the lab. The torque exerted on a
slave magnet by a master magnet can be measured by using counterweights on the
balance scale, which will give a known countertorque for holding the scale with a known
balance. The scale can also be used to measure equilibrium positions by leaving the scale
unloaded and measuring its resting position.

It should be noted that the experiment recorded the static equilibrium positions of the
slave for a given position of the master. This is the reverse order of the model because it
was easier to develop an experiment to record the position of the slave magnet for a given
position of the master magnet. The slave was smaller, lighter, and easier to handle than
the master magnet, so it was easier to provide a supporting gimbal system for the slave
magnet with minimal friction. There was no disadvantage in investigating the magnets in
reverse since the orientation of the slave magnet for a given master orientation would
have been the same orientations for a master magnet given an orientation of a slave.

The experimental design is shown in Figure 3.1. Some parts were hidden in order to show
the location of the slave magnet with clarity.
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Master magnet

Balance scale

Slave magnet

Figure 3.1. The experimental setup with the slave magnet holder portion of the balance
scale hidden for clarity.
3.2 Slave Magnet and Balance Scale
The scale constructed and shown in Figure 3.2 was made in plastic in a fused deposition
modeling Stratasys Dimension® 3D printer. The torque was recorded by applying a
balancing torque that held the scale in static equilibrium by adding counterweights in the
form of brass washers to the ends of the arms on the indicated hangers. The slave magnet
was held in place on the center of the axis of rotation of the balancing arm and rotated
freely with it. The protractor fixed on the scale provided a method to record the
orientation of the arm and thus the slave magnet. The arm had north and south markings
to eliminate confusion in determining the orientation of the slave magnet since it was
hidden from view once installed in the balance scale.
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Slave magnet

Balancing arm

and holder

Protractor
Base

Axis of rotation

Washer hangers

Figure 3.2. Slave magnet and balance scale with the slave at 0º.
3.3 Master Magnet and Fixture
The master magnet was held in a fixture that allowed single axis rotation and was height
adjustable as shown in Figure 3.3. It was constructed from plastic parts constructed in the
3-D printer, a piece of aluminum T-slot framing, and brass hardware. There were two
protractors—one fixed to the frame and one directly behind it on the magnet holder.
Orientation readings for the master magnet were given by reading the difference in angles
between the two protractors. The master magnet was centered about the axis of rotation,
and there were different spacers and inserts available to accommodate master magnets of
various sizes while always keeping the master with the axis of rotation through its center
of mass. The open end of the magnet holder was the north face of the magnet. There was
considerable friction between the holder and the extension arms, which kept the master
from freely rotating. The friction was not overcome by any force or torque exerted on the
master by the slave, so it was effectively locked in place until moved by hand.
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Master magnet and
holder

Axis of rotation
T-slot framing
Height adjustable

Base

Figure 3.3. Master magnet and fixture with the master at 0º.
3.4 Rest of the Setup
The experiment was set up on top of a glass plate, which was chosen to provide a flat,
smooth surface as shown in Figure 3.4. A grid system was added to the plate, and the
master fixture was centered such that the master magnet was placed at dx = 0 and dy = 0
with an adjustable dz. The height-adjustable master fixture was shimmed to be
perpendicular to the plate to keep the master magnet centered over the origin for all
values of dz. This was checked with a right-angle block and by using a 16 oz. brass plumb
bob to check centering. The 16 oz. plumb bob was chosen since it closely matched the
weight of the largest master magnet. Hanging an additional mass extending out from the
tower deflected the mast, so the plumb bob deflected the mast as much as the magnet
when it was used to align the grid to the plate. Using a plumb bob also required the glass
plate to be leveled, which was done using shim stock and a level. Height markings were
also added to the T-slot framing for height recordings.
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X
Figure 3.4. Master fixture, glass plate, grid system, and plumb bob.
The setup was placed in the center of a wooden table with clamps securing the plate and
master fixture to the edge of the table. A wooden table was chosen to minimize nearby
ferromagnetic materials. Any hardware in the table near the setup was checked for and
removed. The only ferromagnetic materials near the experiment were the springs in the
clamps shown and located in Figure 3.5. The distance of the material was far enough
away to have an immeasurable amount of interference during the data collection.

3.5 Limitations of the Experimental Setup
The construction of this experimental setup provided the ability to do runs with numerous
changing parameters. However, rotations of the master and slave magnets were limited to
a single axis of rotation for each magnet. This limited the experiment from being able to
compare experimental data to just one component of torque from the model for any given
position and orientation of the magnets. This was determined to be acceptable since
scenarios were chosen where the other two torque components were zero and the net
torque was only comprised of the torque component about the axis of rotation of the
balance scale.
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Figure 3.5. Experiment setup clamped to a wooden table.
3.6 Alignment Checks
Before data collection could begin, the setup was checked extensively to ensure proper
alignment of the grid system, height markings, orientation markings, and alignment of the
axis of rotation of the master magnet. The protractors were found to be slightly
misaligned relative to their respective magnets. The grid system was also found to be off
for all heights by +2 mm along the y-axis. Offsets from these errors were recorded for
later adjustments to the collected data. The alignment of the axis of rotation of the master
fixture was found to be less than half a degree about the z-axis. The balancing arm of the
slave magnet's balance scale was also found to have a 1/32-inch play, which was noted.

3.7 Data Collection
Static equilibrium positions were found by first positioning the balance scale and master
magnet and then recording the static equilibrium position when the slave magnet settled.
Steps were taken to achieve consistent readings. A Teflon lubricant was used on the shaft
of the balance scale to reduce friction. Data collection was also done after very light, fast
tapping on the glass plate to allow the balancing arm to reach the static equilibrium
position by using vibrations to help overcome any static friction between the fixture and
shaft. All readings were done after moving the balance scale to a position on both sides
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(clockwise and counterclockwise) of the final settling position. If starting from both
positions gave similar measurements, this ensured that the measurements were not
prematurely recorded before static equilibrium was achieved. The recorded data was
taken as the average of the two measurements observed for positions where there was a
small angle difference between the two recordings. An example of recording a stable
position using the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6. Recording example of a stable position using the protractors of the setup.
To record torque exerted on the slave magnet, the balancing arm was rotated to +/- 90°
and then the larger balancing masses were added to the scale until the balancing arm was
overloaded and sank downward. The smaller masses were then used on the opposite end
of the arm to reduce the total balancing load until the arm moved. The load was recorded
as an average between the load that held the arm just slightly below the horizon and the
load that held it just above. The measurement was checked a second time by adding
another large mass along with the appropriate number of smaller masses on the opposite
arm to return the arm to the +/- 90° position. The recorded data was taken as the average
of the two measurements observed.
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An example of recording the torque exerted on the slave magnet by the master magnet is
shown in Figure 3.7. The experiment recorded the number of washers and the direction of
the moment exerted on the balance scale arm. The mass was then converted using the
known force due to gravity and perpendicular distance d of the balance scale arm from
the center of the arm out to the center of the washer hangers.

d

d

Tslave
Wsm.washers
Wlg.washers

Figure 3.7. An experimental recording of the torque by recording the balancing load.
All data collection was repeated a second time with the master magnet and slave magnet
each turned 180°. The recorded data was taken as the average of the two measurements.
The expected results should have been the same. Using the average was a precaution for
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any imperfections in the construction of the balance scale, such as unequal mass
distribution in the balancing arm or a noncircular shaft. If there was an imbalance in the
scale, the results with the magnet flipped 180º would have been equally and oppositely
affected, so the average would have eliminated the problem. A flat spot or rough spot in
the axis of the scale would not be eliminated in the same way, but the likelihood of both
sides having the same problem would make the average of two measurements more
suitable to use than one measurement.
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL RUNS

The preceding chapter described the experiment design and test procedures for the
experimental setup. This chapter covers the experimental runs used to test the accuracy
and validity of the coulombian model with a variety of experimental parameters that
closely mimicked the magnet selection and workspace of the ROSA prototype.

4.1 Magnet Selection
Two magnets were used as the master magnet in the experimental setup. The same
magnet from the ROSA prototype was used as the cuboidal magnet, a 2” L x 2” W x 1” H
N52 grade neodymium magnet (2X2X1). A 2” Dia. x 1” H N42 grade neodymium
cylindrical magnet (2DX1) was selected to fit in the same gimbal system without needing
a larger holder than the cuboidal magnet. A third, smaller cylindrical master magnet, 1.5”
Dia. x 1” H N42 grade neodymium (1.5DX1), was also selected for data collection to
include a master with a different width-to-height ratio for testing variance. The magnets
are shown grouped together in Figure 4.1.

2DX1
2X2X1

.38DX.5

1.5DX1

Figure 4.1. The three master magnets and the slave magnet used in the experiment.
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A different grade was selected to test the model for different strengths of magnets. The
grade of a neodymium magnet is the maximum strength that the material can be
magnetized to, thus a magnet with a higher grade would have a stronger magnetic field.
The N52 magnet has a listed residual flux density 11.8% higher than the N42 magnet.
Since the selected cuboidal magnet was also 27.3% more massive than the selected larger
cylindrical magnet, it was expected to have stronger interactions with a slave magnet for
the same separation distance.

The slave magnet was also selected to be similar to the slave magnet used in the ROSA
prototype. The prototype stacked several 1/2” Dia. x 1/8” H N52 grade neodymium
magnets. Stacked magnets of the same footprint behave effectively as one magnet with
the total stacked height. Since the prototype relied on trial and error testing, stacked
magnets provided an easy method to adjust the size of the magnet as needed. The
experiment setup used slave magnets that were 3/8” Dia. x 1/2” H N52 grade neodymium
(.38DX.5). They were selected to reflect the design goal of the prototype, which was to
be able to be inserted through a 1.5 cm incision.

4.2 Preliminary Testing
The first few runs of data collection focused on testing the properties of the magnets.
Two quick checks tested to see if the magnets were consistently magnetized to the
residual flux density for their grade listed by the manufacturer and if the magnetization
was not parallel to the z-axis of the magnet.

Testing the consistency of the residual flux density was done by using ten slave magnets.
The cylindrical master magnet was set at 0°, 5 inches above, and centered over the slave
magnet. The balancing mass that held the slave magnet turned to 90° and then to -90°
was recorded. There was no variance in the balancing mass to hold the slave magnet in
these orientations, so any variance in the residual flux density was smaller than the
experiment could detect. The resolution of the balancing mass was limited to half the
mass of the small washers. The ten slave magnets each had a balancing mass recorded as
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6.37 ± .1 g, so the variance of the magnetization of the magnets needed to be less than
±1.6%. This agreed with the specification sheet for the magnets, which had a range for
the residual flux density of ±1% for both grades of the neodymium magnets. Since the
force and torque were proportional to the product of both the master and slave magnet’s
residual flux density as shown in Equation (2.6), there was an expected ±2% variance in
the balancing torque due to the tolerance range of the residual flux density of the magnets.

The second test focused on confirming that the direction of magnetization of the magnets
was along the z-axis. The cylindrical master magnet was set up 5 inches above and
centered over the slave magnet. Stable positions for the slave magnet were recorded for
every 15° of rotation of the master magnet through one revolution for α = 0°. The master
magnet was then turned in its holder in the gimbal system and recordings were repeated
again for α = 90°, 50°, and 180°. A delta of each data point from the expected stable
position calculated by the model was used to create an average and standard deviation of
the data points to study. This was repeated for three data set recordings for the master
magnet for α = 0°.
Table 4.1. Average and standard deviation of the data sets.
α = 0°, 90, 180°, 270°

α = 0° repeated 3x

Avg. (°)

0.0

0.0

Std. Dev. (°)

0.8

0.7

The average and standard deviation of each data set shown in Table 4.1 were similar. It
showed that variance in the data set for a spun-in-place magnet was indistinguishable
from the data set points recorded several times for α = 0°. The magnetization of the
magnet did not deviate enough from the z-axis to be detected by the experimental setup.
The data sets were useful, though, to show the measurement error in recordings of the
stable position. The recordings were consistently accurate, but the precision varied by 1°.
Data sets for additional experimental runs were measured more than once for each
position to ensure that the accuracy of recordings was preserved.
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4.3 Stable Position Runs
The stable positions were tested over three runs: one for each master magnet. The first
run for the 2DX1 neodymium master magnet is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2. γmaster vs. γslave for the 2DX1 master at dx = 0, dy = 0, dz = -5”.
The downward-to-the-right trend of γmaster versus γslave depicts a counter-rotating
relationship between the two magnets. As the master magnet rotated positive, the slave
magnet rotated in the negative direction. The oscillating nature of the trend shows that it
is not a 1:1 linear relationship. To better study this relationship, a phase angle Ψ was
defined.

   slave   master

(4.1)

The phase angle Ψ captured the time independent difference between the counter-rotating
magnets. A positive value indicates that the slave magnet is leading the counterrotation,
and a negative value indicates when it is lagging. The phase angle for the same data
collection is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3. γmaster vs. Ψ for the 2DX1 master at dx = 0, dy = 0, dz = -5”.
Figure 4.3 shows that the magnets started vertically aligned, but the master magnet
rotated quicker at first and then slower until the magnets were parallel and facing
opposite directions when γmaster = 0°. The trend reversed order until the magnets were
again linearly aligned when γmaster = 180°. The trends repeated again until the magnets
were back in the original configuration. The oscillating trend was noted to not be
perfectly sinusoidal but showed γslave had the greatest rate of change when the slave
magnet was parallel to the master magnet at γmaster = 90° and 270°. The lowest rate of
change occurred at the peaks where Ψ = ±21.0° when γmaster = 54.5°, 125.5°, 234.5°, and
305.5°.
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Figure 4.4 depicts the phase angle from collecting the stable positions for the slave
magnet for a full rotation of the 2X2X1 cuboidal magnet for the same separation distance
as the previous data set.
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Figure 4.4. γmaster vs. Ψ for the 2X2X1 master at dx = 0, dy = 0, dz = -5”.
The plot of the phase angle Ψ for the cuboidal master magnet depicted nearly the same
trends as seen in the previous data set. It is noted that the peaks occurred at the same
angles of the master magnet γmaster = 54.5°, 125.5°, 234.5°, and 305.5°. However, the
phase angle Ψ had a slightly higher peak this time of ±21.5°. This indicates that the
geometry of the magnet may have had a small but noticeable effect at this distance. This
is investigated further in the Chapter 6 analysis.

The third set of stable position data collection was done for the smaller cylindrical
1.5DX1 master magnet. The smaller master magnet was moved to a closer separation
distance of dz = -3.25” still centered above the slave magnet. The plot of the phase angle
is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5. γmaster vs. Ψ for the 1.5DX1 master at dx = 0, dy = 0, dz = -3.25”.
The plot of the phase angle Ψ for the smallest cylindrical master magnet depicted nearly
the same trends as seen in the previous data set. It is noted that the peaks occurred at
different angles than before for the master magnet γmaster = 55.2°, 124.8°, 235.2°, and
304.8°. The phase angle Ψ was also smaller with peaks of ±20.2°.

The three data sets show that the effect of magnet strength, geometry, and separation
distances have a small effect on the behavior of the phase angle Ψ. Further study of the
phase angle tested over a larger change in parameter is further studied in 6.2 to find how
far the parameters have to divert from the ROSA prototype to have a significant change
on the behavior observed in the experimental runs.

A final data set tested stable positions for a changing position of the slave magnet in the
y-direction. The smaller cylindrical master magnet (1.5DX1) was left in a single
orientation of γmaster = 0° at dx = 0 and dy = -3.25”. The slave magnet was moved 10 mm
at a time starting at dy = 0, and the stable positions were recorded. The results are shown
in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6. dy vs. γslave for the 1.5DX1 master at γmaster = 0°, dx = 0, dz = -3.25”.
The results of the fourth data set show that the stable position was also accurately
modeled for an increasing separation distance from moving the slave magnet along the yaxis.

The experimental results closely matched the stable positions generated using the
coulombian model. The experimental data points of the first two sets and the fourth set
are around one measurement error standard deviation or less from the model. The third
data set collected a few points approximately 2.5 standard deviations from the predicted
stable positions. This error is discussed further in 4.5.
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4.4 Slave Magnet Torque Experimental Runs
The torque exerted on the slave magnet by master magnet was recorded over six
experimental runs. The first three runs held the slave magnet at a single position and
orientation and then recorded the torque τslave for a full rotation of γmaster. Each master
magnet was used for a run. The runs are shown in Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8, and Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.7. γmaster vs. Tslave for γslave = +90° for the 2DX1 master at dx = 0, dy = 0, dz = -5”.
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Figure 4.8. γmaster vs. Tslave for γslave = +90° for the 2X2X1 master at dx = 0, dy = 0, dz = -5”.
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The 2X2X1 and 2DX1 runs were done with the same separation distance. It is noted that
the larger and higher grade cuboidal magnet exerted a peak torque value 37.5% greater
than the 2DX1 cylindrical magnet. This is close to the rough estimate that a magnet that
is 27.3% more massive and is magnetized with a residual flux density that is 11.8%
greater would generate force interactions that are 42.3% greater by using a simple
product of the two attributes. The 1.5DX1 cylindrical magnet exerted an even larger peak
torque value due to the small separation distance used for its run.

The recorded peak torque value was consistently lower than the model by a small amount.
It was 4.0%, 5.5%, and 3.3% less for the three runs in order as presented. The error is
discussed further in 4.5.

The next three runs recorded torque exerted on the slave magnet by the master magnet
over a changing separation distance along the y-axis while the orientations of the two
magnets were held constant. The orientations of the master magnets and separation
distance in the z-axis direction dz were chosen to be nontrivial cases such that the peak
torque was near the limit of what the experimental apparatus could record. One run was
done for each of the three master magnets, and they are shown in Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11,
and Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.10. dy vs. Tslave for γslave = +90° for the 1.5DX1 master at γmaster = 0° dx = 0,
dz = -3.25”.
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Figure 4.11. dy vs. Tslave for γslave = +90° for the 2DX1 master at γmaster = -58° dx = 0,
dz = -9.1 cm.
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Figure 4.12. dy vs. Tslave for γslave = +90° for the 2X2X1 master at γmaster = -58° dx = 0,
dz = -10.25 cm.
The recorded peak torque values again were lower than the peak torques of the model.
The peak torques exerted on the slave magnet were 2.4%, 5.7%, and 5.2% lower than the
model in the order shown. Potential sources for the error are discussed further in 4.5.

4.5 Experimental Error Discussion
The experimental results were overall very close to the coulombian model for the runs
tested. Several sources of error are possible and are discussed below.

The precision of the protractor alignments within their own planes and the alignment of
the protractor planes relative to the XY-plane of the glass surface had minimal impact
when they were investigated with the model against perfect alignment.

The residual flux density of the master and slave magnet could not be investigated since
there was no equipment available to measure it directly for the magnets used. The
manufacturer's tolerance range had to be relied on and assumed accurate. As covered in
4.2, the residual flux density tolerance ranges from both magnets had a ±2% effect on the
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force and torques calculated by the model. This is smaller than the experimental error
observed but does cover a small portion of it.

The most likely source of error would have been the separation distances dx, dy, and dz
since the force interactions between magnets have an inverse relationship with the fourth
power of the total distance separation of the magnets. A small recording error in the
experiment could have had a large impact in the error. For example, if the 2DX1 magnet
was separated from the slave by a distance just 1/32 inch closer than the recorded
distance of 5 inches, the run shown in Figure 4.7 would have a modeled peak torque 1.8%
higher for dz = 4.97”. The separation distance has an even bigger impact on the
experiment run shown in Figure 4.9. Since the smaller cylindrical master magnet
(1.5DX1) was used at a closer distance of 3.25 inches, a 1/32-inch change in the
separation distance changes the modeled peak torque by 2.8%.

The plumb bob in 3.4 was selected for being very close in weight to the 2X2X1 master
magnet. Since the plumb bob was used to set up the grid alignment and the master
magnet holder height, the alignment of the 1.5DX1 magnet could have been off by a
small amount since it had only 44.2% of the mass of the 2X2X1. The deflection of the Tslot vertical beam and the master magnet holder could have been significant enough to
contribute to the experimental errors in the runs using the 1.5DX1 master. The amount of
movement wasn’t recorded, but the movement observed could have been a few 1/32
inches.

The balance scale was observed to have a ±1/32-inch play in movement from the center
alone. If you add on measurement reading recording errors and alignment errors from
setting the height-tick markings for the height of the master magnet, the error discrepancy
in torque readings can easily be explained as errors in recording the separation distances.
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CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS OF THE COULOMBIAN MODEL

The preceding chapter confirmed that the coulombian model could accurately generate
the torque on the slave magnet and the stable positions of the slave magnet for magnet
sizes and distances approximating the master and slave prototype. This chapter explores
the accuracy limitations of using the coulombian model and determines how to best use
the model near these limitations.

5.1 Model Limitation
Since the coulombian model uses Coulomb’s law as the basis of formulating the
magnetic interactions between the magnets, there is a limitation due to the inverse
relationship between the force and the distance between two individual point charges.

F ef 

1

q1q2

4 0 r
ef

2

ref

(2.6)

There is an inherent limit to the model where positions and orientations of the magnets
would have the vector ref because two individual point charges have a length of zero or
very close to zero. If two point charges on separate surfaces of the magnet are or near
overlapping, then the force interaction between those two point charges will approach
infinity. For this reason, the coulombian model cannot be used to model surfaces that are
in contact with one another.

The trade-off of accuracy versus the separation distance between permanent magnets is
further explored. Since dx, dy, and dz are the separation distances between the centers of
the magnets, a new separation distance dmin was defined as the minimum distance
between the charged particle surfaces of the magnets. This was used to more easily
convey how close two magnets are from one another without having to account for
magnet geometry. An example is shown in Figure 5.1.
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dmin

Figure 5.1. Minimal separation distance dmin.
5.2 FEA and Coulombian Results Compared
COMSOL Multiphysics was used to generate FEA results to compare with results
generated by the coulombian model. Each of the scenarios explored used magnet sizes
and grades previously seen in the experiment results in Chapter 4: master magnets 2DX1
and 2X2X1 and slave magnet .38DX.5.

The solution in the AC/DC module of COMSOL relied on using the Maxwell stress
tensor. The accuracy of the solutions was heavily dependent on the mesh used and
needing to avoid sharp corners. Fillets of .030 inches were applied to all sharp edges on
the master magnets, and .020-inch fillets were applied to the sharp edges of the smaller
slave magnet. Having the coulombian model first verified by experimentation proved
useful by indicating when the solution in COMSOL was constructed well.

COMSOL results were easier to set up, faster to execute, and were more reliable if
symmetry was exploited. The runs were chosen to take advantage of symmetry. The runs
with the magnets in alignment had two planes of symmetry, which only required
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modeling a quarter of the magnets and adjoining air space. The runs with a magnet
perpendicular to the other only had one plane of symmetry, which required modeling half
of the elements. The concept of planes of symmetry is shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2. Planes of symmetry used to simplify and improve the results in COMSOL.
5.2.1 First COMSOL Run
The first run tested the force on the slave magnet from a cylindrical master magnet,
2DX1, where the two magnets are linearly aligned. The master magnet was centered
directly above the slave magnet (dx = dy = 0), and the force Fz exerted on the slave
magnet was computed over various separation distances dmin as shown in Figure 5.3.
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dmin
Fz

Figure 5.3. First comparison run using the 2DX1 master centered above slave for a
changing dmin in the z-axis direction.
The coulombian model results for the run and all the others were generated using
approximately 10,000 point charges on each magnet surface. Each distribution method
took about 1.4 seconds to compute each individual position with this number of charges.
Fz for a changing separation distance dmin is shown in Figure 5.4, and the %Difference
between the FEA and coulombian model results are shown in Figure 5.5
where %Difference is defined as

% Difference 

Model  COMSOL
100
Model  COMSOL
2

(5.1)

Generating the mesh limited the COMSOL result to being as close as 0.002 inches, but
since the force was flattened at this point, the force at contact was presumed and is
marked in the figure.
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Figure 5.4. Fz vs. dmin for the first comparison run.
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Figure 5.5. %Difference between the two results of the first comparison run.
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For this orientation of magnets and for the number of point charges used, the four
distribution methods were in close agreeance with the COMSOL results for distances
greater than 0.5 inches. For distances between 0.50 inches and 0.010 inches, the
distribution methods differed but were still within 1% agreeance with COMSOL. For
distances closer than 0.015 inches, the two m- and n-based distribution methods lost
accuracy fast because the Fz value calculated began to spike rapidly. The nr method lost
accuracy when the results calculated dropped slightly below the expected contact force.
The sunflower method had the most accurate Fz for this particular scenario, closely
matching COMSOL down to 0.002 inches separation dmin.
The accuracy of the sunflower method can be deceiving because the asymmetrical
distribution does cause very small nonzero Fx and Fy values for dmin 0.001” – 0.003”. The
other three distribution methods are very evenly distributed about the magnet centers, so
Fx and Fy are zero throughout the entire range.
The total point charges per surface was increased to approximately N = 1632 = 26,569,
and the distribution methods were compared with the first COMSOL run again in Figure
5.6 and Figure 5.7. This number of point charges increased the computation time from
1.4s to 10s for each computation of a position and orientation.
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Figure 5.6. Fz vs. dmin for the first comparison run repeated for N ≈ 26,569.
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Figure 5.7. %Difference between the two results of the first comparison run repeated for
N ≈ 26,569.
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Increasing the number of points on each surface N had an impact on the accuracy at given
distances. The point at which the first two distribution methods rapidly increased moved
left. The overall error for those two distribution methods also fell as Fz fell from about
50N to about 30N at dmin = 0.002”.
Since for this position the equal m and n areas method performed the worst, the data run
was repeated one last time using increased computation time to observe the effect on the
poor-performing distribution method. This repeat run is shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8. Fz vs. dmin for the first comparison run repeated using increased computation
times for the equal m and n areas distribution method.
The increase in point charges shows that the worst-performing distribution method for
this run can have its accuracy increased at the expense of computation time. The longest
computation time is in very close agreeance with the data collected from COMSOL. This
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effect of increasing the number of point charges is studied further in 5.3. For the
subsequent COMSOL comparison runs, only the fast N ≈10,000 point charges were used
for brevity.
5.2.2 Second COMSOL Run
The second COMSOL run was selected to compare the accuracy of torque computations
by the coulombian model since the first run had torque components equal to zero. The
slave magnet was turned γslave = 90°, and the force Fx and the torque Ty were computed
over a range of separation distances dmin. The slave magnet was again centered under the
master magnet (dx = dy = 0). Figure 5.9 demonstrates the configuration.

dmin

Ty
Fx

Figure 5.9. The magnet configurations for the second comparison run.
The results for this run are shown in Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12, and
Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.10. Fx vs. dmin for the second comparison run.
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Figure 5.12. %Difference in Fx for the second COMSOL run.
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Figure 5.13. %Difference in Ty for the second COMSOL run.
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The results show that the coulombian model and the FEA results are in close agreeance
for the entire range of dmin. There was not a spike when the magnets were in very close
proximity since the charged surfaces were perpendicular to one another. Very few points
were in extreme close proximity. Charged points on the surfaces of the slave magnets
were always a small radial distance r from the outer diameter of the magnet of the
distribution methods, and only a small angular portion of points were extremely close to
the flat surface of the master magnet.

The %Difference for Ty did drift for large separation distance dmin, but this was due to the
numbers becoming very small. The absolute difference between the numbers was small,
but the relative difference became exaggerated due to the division of small numbers. The
outer boundary of the air space was optimized and centered for the magnets in close
proximity since the lower limit of separation distances was the chosen target of study.
This caused the COMSOL results to drift a little since the air space had to be a finite size.

Since there was no spike in Fx or Ty for very small separation distances, the coulombian
model was actually able to model the magnets accurately at closer distances for each of
the distribution methods. Orientations that have surface point charges distributed
perpendicular to each other will not be a contributing factor in determining which
distribution method is most suitable for close proximity.

The mesh could not be generated in COMSOL for a distance of .005 inches or closer. The
curved edge of the slave magnet near the flat portion of the master magnet required a
large number of small elements as shown in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14. FEA mesh for a close proximity of the slave magnet shown in red to the
master magnet shown in blue for the second comparison run.
5.2.3 Third and Fourth COMSOL Runs
The third and fourth COMSOL runs repeat the first two runs, but the cuboidal 2X2X1
master replaced the cylindrical master magnet. The slave magnet was still the .38DX.5
magnet. This was done to confirm the coulombian model with FEA results for a master
with a different geometry and grade of magnetization strength.

The coulombian model only used the equal m and n areas method to distribute point
charges on the north and south surfaces of the slave magnet where m = n = 100. There
was only one distribution method used for the cuboidal magnet, and since results
followed the same trend as the first and second runs, the model was not repeated using
different distribution methods. Since the points were closer together on the slave magnet
than the master magnet, there would be less variation changing the distribution method of
only the slave magnet.

The third run used the same setup as the first run to compute values Fz over a range of
separation values. The results are shown in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.15. Fz vs. dmin for the third comparison run.
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Figure 5.16. %Difference between the two results of the third comparison run.
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The fourth run used the same setup as the second run to compute values Fx and Ty over a
range of separation values. The results are shown in Figure 5.17, Figure 5.18, and
Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.17. Fx vs. dmin for the fourth comparison run.
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Figure 5.18. Ty vs. dmin for the fourth comparison run.
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Figure 5.19. %Difference between the two results of the second comparison run.
The results of the third and fourth run showed the same patterns as the first two runs. The
FEA mesh could not be generated closer than .002 inches for the third run and .003
inches for the fourth. The results showed that the coulombian model also generated
magnetic force interactions accurately for a cuboidal master magnet and for a magnet that
is a higher grade.
5.2.4 Final COMSOL Run
A final COMSOL run was performed to test a variety of position and magnet
combinations. These were chosen to confirm that the FEA results and the model still
closely matched for fewer trial orientations. The nine tested configurations are shown in
Figure 5.20 and listed in Table 5.1. The first six configurations checked orientations of
the .38DX.5 slave positioned around the 2DX1 master. The seventh orientation checked
two magnets of the same size, 2DX1. The eigth and ninth configurations checked the
.38DX.5 slave for two orientations around the 2X2X1 master turned 45°. The results are
in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.20. The nine configurations quick checked for the final run to confirm model
with COMSOL results. The slave magnets are labeled in the order number checked, and
the master magnets have the coordinate system labeled at their center.
Table 5.1. The configurations of the final COMSOL comparison run.
Order
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Master
2DX1
2DX1
2DX1
2DX1
2DX1
2DX1
2DX1
2X2X1
2X2X1

Slave
.38DX.5
.38DX.5
.38DX.5
.38DX.5
.38DX.5
.38DX.5
2DX1
.38DX.5
.38DX.5

dmin
(in)
0.31
1.19
0.75
1.58
0.19
0.10
0.10
0.21
0.34

dx
dy
dz αmaster αslave γmaster
(in) (in) (in)
(°)
(°)
(°)
0.75
0
-1
0
90
0
1
0
-2
0
90
0
2
0
0
0
90
0
2
0
2
0
90
0
1
0
1
0
90
0
-0.75
0 0.85
0
90
0
0
0 1.1
0
90
0
-0.75
0
1
45
90
0
2
0 0.25
45
90
0

γslave
(°)
90
45
90
-45
30
0
0
60
15
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Table 5.2. The results of the final COMSOL comparison run.

Order
#

Fx
(N)

COMSOL
Fz
(N)

Ty
(Nm)

Coulombian Model
Fx
Fz
Ty
(N)
(N)
(Nm)

%Diff.
Fx

%Diff.
Fz

%Diff.
Ty

1

-4.59

-9.82

-0.176

-4.61

-9.84

-0.177

0.44

0.14

0.75

2

-1.36

-0.09

-0.048

-1.36

-0.09

-0.049

0.20

0.60

1.38

3

0.00

3.41

0.055

0.00

3.41

0.054

N/A

0.27

0.89

4

-0.11

0.59

0.021

-0.11

0.59

0.022

0.88

0.01

2.85

5

-11.21

-11.20

0.076

-11.23

-11.28

0.076

0.21

0.68

0.24

6

12.90

-20.10

-0.191

12.88

-20.16

-0.191

0.14

0.30

0.23

7

0.02

626.8

0.000

0.00

627.7

0.000

N/A

0.14

N/A

8

-1.50

13.56

-0.146

-1.51

13.58

-0.148

0.48

0.18

1.02

9

4.20

3.78

0.051

4.22

3.79

0.051

0.44

0.31

0.23

The model results of the final comparison run were computed using the equal m and n
areas method for m = 250, n = 250 (N = 62,500, ~55s) and with the nr method with nr =
56 (Np = 10,028, ~1.4s). Both methods matched when rounded to the decimal places
shown, so the results for the coulombian model were only listed once. The number of
charges distributed and the method of distribution were not significantly different for
these minimum separation distances since the smallest minimum separation distance for
the configurations was only 0.1 inch.

The results show a close agreeance with the FEA results from COMSOL. Since the dmin
was never lower than 0.10 inches, a high number of points distributed on each surface
was not required. Vastly increasing the computation time did not significantly change the
results. This variety of checks along with the previous runs should conclude that the
coulombian model falls within close agreeance with the FEA results, so further analysis
focuses on testing the coulombian model on its own.
5.2.5 Computation Times of COMSOL Runs
For each position of the four runs, the computation time of COMSOL was very slow even
with being able to exploit planes of symmetry. The first and third run were able to use
two planes of symmetry, which allowed the mesh generation and solution time to be
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generated in 80 seconds and 110 seconds, respectively. The second and fourth run were
only able to use one plane of symmetry, so the mesh generation and solution time were
185 seconds and 290 seconds, respectively. The positions of the final run took between
179 seconds to 397 seconds to solve. For orientations of the magnets where no planes of
symmetry are available, the computation times of COMSOL will be much larger.

The coulombian model used a relatively low number of points per surface N = 10,000
point charges, which took about 1.4 seconds (except for the figures noted for the first
COMSOL run). Since the number of computations is proportional to the number of
charges N, a determination for the appropriate amount of point charges to distribute
would greatly increase the speed of the speed advantage of the coulombian model.

5.3 Effect on the Total Number of Charges N on Accuracy
Since computation speed is critical for either lowering the time in generating a large data
set or for being able to use the coulombian model in a feedback control system, the
accuracy versus the total number of distributed charges N was explored for each of the
distribution methods.
5.3.1 Four Configurations Used to Test N
Four runs were selected to compare the different distribution methods against each other
while varying the total number of charges N and the minimum separation distance dmin.
The four configurations are shown together in Figure 5.21. The first three runs use a
2DX1 master and a .38DX.5 slave. The last run uses two equal size magnets, 2DX1.
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Figure 5.21. The four runs used to study F and T for varying N and dmin.
Plots were generated for nonzero components of the force and torque for varying
minimum distance dmin. The data was plotted for four values of N (~100, ~784, ~2,500,
and ~10,000). A baseline was then used to compare the data. The baseline was chosen
using one of the distribution methods for an N value (sunflower, 62,500). For greater
values of N, the distribution methods generated results in very close agreeance with one
another. The results in the previous section showed us that a high number of point
charges N will be very accurate for very small separation distances, so the baseline will
be the presumed theoretical value. A theoretical value will allow %Errors to be
calculated. This will provide an insight that accuracy has been lost by observing when
the %Error is no longer near zero. The F, T, %Error in F, and %Error in T will
demonstrate how each of the distribution methods diverge from the baseline as dmin
decreases for four different values of N (~100, ~784, ~2,500, and ~10,000).

Since the plots are numerous, they can be found in the Appendix.

5.3.2 First Distribution Method Comparison Run
The first distribution method is a repeat of the first COMSOL run. The slave magnet was
centered below the master magnet and its distance dz was varied to move the slave along
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the z-axis. Only Fz was nonzero. The plots of Fz and %Error in Fz versus dmin are found
in the Appendix on pages 134-137.

Using only 100 point charges per surface, Fz always had a small error percentage even at
a minimum separation of 4 inches with the nr method performing the worst. There were
not enough points on the master magnet close enough to the slave magnet, so the force
calculations actually flip to being positive.

When the number of point charges was increased to 784, the %Error in Fz drew near zero
for the larger separation values. The %Error in Fz started to increase quickly for three of
the distribution methods when the separation was under 1 inch. The sunflower method
performed well, and the %Error stayed near zero until the magnets were 0.5 inches apart.

When 2,500 point charges were spread on each surface, the %Error in Fz for three of the
methods stayed very low until about 0.6 inches of separation. As the magnets moved
closer, the %Error for the two m and n based methods grew larger. Though the equal m
and n spacing method had its %Error stay closer to zero for closer distances than the nr
method, the nr method did not have its %Error go beyond 6%.
Increase N further to 10,000 and the plots showed similar trends that were seen at N =
2,500. The two m and n based methods started to lose accuracy at 0.2 inches, and the
%Error jumped rapidly at 0.1 inches. The nr method generated Fz values close to the
benchmark, and the sunflower method stayed extremely accurate for the entire range of
separation distances.
5.3.3 Second Distribution Method Comparison Run
The second comparison run was selected to see how the two m and n based methods
performed when the slave magnet was approaching an area close to the outer radius of
the much larger master magnet. These two methods had the least amount of points in
those regions on the master magnet where the slave magnet was nearing contact. This run
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had two on-zero force components Fz and Fx and one nonzero torque component Ty. The
plots can be found in the Appendix on pages 138-149.

Using 100 point charges per surface, the two m and n based methods stayed close to the
benchmark and then at about 0.75 inches of separation, the %Error in Fz increased
rapidly. The nr method was the least accurate for larger separation distances, but the
%Error in Fz didn't grow larger until the magnets were 0.1 inches apart. The sunflower
method performed about as well as the nr method. Fx and Ty lost accuracy at about the
same separation distances as Fz, but the equal m and n areas method was the only one
with components increasing to very large numbers.

With N increased to 784, the three force and torque components performed well until the
magnets were 0.1 inches apart. Only the sunflower method was consistently close to the
benchmark for closer distances. The other three methods performed poorly for distances
closer than 0.1 inches with at least one force or torque component increasing rapidly.

When 2,500 points were used on each surface, the two m and n methods again performed
poorly once the separation distance was around 0.1 inches. The sunflower and nr method
did well until the magnets were under 0.01 inches.

With 10,000 point charges spread on each surface, the two m and n methods did well
until the magnets were under 0.2 inches apart, each having a force component lose
accuracy for lower dmin values. However, this time, the force and torque components did
not jump to larger values. The sunflower and nr method did well until the magnets were
under 0.005 inches apart.
5.3.4 Third Distribution Method Comparison Run
The third run tested the accuracy of the distribution methods when the magnet was turned
90° and closed in on the charged surface of the master magnet. The COMSOL run
showed that when dx and dy were zero, none of the methods had components of the force
or torque increasing to high values. This run was selected to confirm that it is still the
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case when an offset is added in the dy direction. The dy separation distance was chosen
since the magnet was moved along the dx direction in the previous test. This time, the
slave magnet was centered below half the radius distance a1 of the master magnet. The
plots for this run are in the Appendix on pages 150-161.

With only 100 points spread on the surfaces, this run performed a little better than the
other runs with only 100 points with the force and torque components not losing a lot of
accuracy until the magnets were about 0.5 inches apart. The Fz force component did
always have a small %Error with the sunflower method staying at 1% accuracy for the
furthest test distance of dmin of almost 4.5 inches. The sunflower method, however, stayed
closest to the benchmark for the lower dmin values. The two m and n methods performed
the worse with the equal m and n areas method doing a little better than equal spacing.

Increasing N to 784 had a stark improvement on accuracy. This time, the torque
component was pretty accurate through the entire range. The force components were
fairly accurate until the magnets were under 0.1 inches apart. 2,500 points spread on each
surface had similar trends as 784 points but with the point of accuracy loss being closer at
about 0.02 inches of separation.

With 10,000 points on each surface, the %Error in all three components stayed below 1%
through the entire tested range of separation distances. The equal m and n areas method
was the only one of the four methods that did not stay below 0.5% error for all three
nonzero components of force and torque.
5.3.5 Fourth Distribution Method Comparison Run
The fourth run used two large magnets, so a comparison run was made with magnets of
equal size. The other runs tested very localized conditions because the slave magnet was
extremely close to a small number of the total points on the nearest surface of the master
magnet. The plots for this run are in the Appendix on pages 162-165.
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The fourth run was pretty straightforward. Using a low number of points, the nr method
was the least accurate at larger separation distances but didn't jump to a high
error %Error in Fz until the same point that the sunflower method did, which was about
0.2 inches. The two m and n methods lost accuracy at a higher separation distance of
almost 0.5 inches.

The same trend continued for each of the other N values. The m and n methods lost
accuracy first, and the nr method lost a little accuracy but didn't jump until the sunflower
method also lost accuracy. For the two m and n methods, the jump was at 0.5 inches for
784 points, 0.9 inches for 2500 points, and 0.5 inches for 10,000 points. The sunflower
and nr methods jumped at closer distances of 0.8 inches for 784 points, 0.4 inches for
2500 points, and 0.2 inches for 10,000 points.
5.3.6 Distribution Method Testing Observations
Overall, the sunflower method easily and consistently performed the best. The accuracy
usually jumped at the smallest separation distance dmin relative to the other three
distribution methods. Even though the method does not equally distribute points around
the center of a circle due to laying points outward in a spiral pattern, there was never an
issue with the force and torque components that were expected to be zero. A deviation of
0.01 N or Nm from zero was checked for the force and torque components that were
expected to be zero. The deviation from zero for those components always came at much
smaller separation distances than when the method had already lost accuracy for the
nonzero components that were plotted. The method still tested well for the low N value of
100 and did extremely well at the higher values.

The nr method tended to have the most error when dmin was large for the N = 100 data
collections. Since the method distributes the points based on an approximation, it would
deviate from the benchmark a little prior to the bigger jump in accuracy at a closer
minimum separation distance. The method also had moments where it performed the
worst of the four methods.
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The two m and n methods performed about the same. One tended to trade off doing better
than the other based on very localized effects. The rays were a little offset from one
another, one placing the first ray at 0° and the other at Δθ/2. Since the runs also tested
different N values, which changes Δθ, the results were dependent on if one method
happened to place more points at the location of the slave magnet than the other method.
Since the equal m and n spacing method had more points near the center of the master
magnet, this actually favored runs that had the slave magnet near the center of the master
magnet’s surface. On average, the equal m and n areas method performed a little worse
since it placed points centroid based on an approximation.
The location of m rays wasn’t the only contributing factor to localized effects.
Sometimes, the force interactions actually decreased rather than increased as the
minimum separation distance got closer to zero. This effect would happen when a large
number of points on one surface grew closer to gaps in the distribution of points in the
other surface. A simplified 2D example is shown in Figure 5.22.
dmin

Fvertical of point interactions will
approach zero for dmin = 0.
Fvertical of point interactions will

dmin

approach infinity for dmin = 0.

Figure 5.22. Demonstration of different force interactions as the limit of dmin = 0.
This can be demonstrated using a repeat of the N = 10,000 run of the equal-sized magnets
(distribution method comparison, fourth run). The figures of Fz and %Error in Fz in the
Appendix on page 166 show an approach where all the points of the distribution on one
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magnet are approaching points of the other magnet. The original plots have Fz
approaching infinity as dmin approached zero. The second version of the plots have Fz
approaching negative values since the interactions of the other surfaces are still nonzero.
For the m and n methods turning one magnet by α = Δθ/2, all the rays will be offset
equally with all the rays on the surface of the other magnet. For the sunflower method, if
α = 180°, then all the points of the spirals are distributed on the opposite side of the
center of the circular disk of the other disk surface. Since the nr method does not
distribute points perfectly, it actually has no angle where all the points will approach a
gap in the points of the other magnet; α was run at 90° as a best attempt to cause the same
effect, but the center point will approach the center point of the other magnet using this
method. A demonstration of points intentionally moved into the gaps is shown in
Figure 5.23.

Figure 5.23. Points in blue shifted by α=Δθ/2 for the equal m and n areas method on the
left and by α = 180° for the sunflower method on the right. The points in red are the
normal placement. No shifted points occupy the same location as a red point.
This localized effect of points approaching gaps explains why sometimes the magnitude
of the force calculated by the coulombian model is less than the magnitude of the
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theoretical force value if N was infinity. Even the nr method has demonstrated this effect
in previous runs if enough points are approaching gaps.

5.4 Separation d for Master/Slave System for Low N
The previous section has shown that the model requires substantially less point charges
distributed when the magnets always have a small separation value of about 1 inch. The
separation distance dmin has been used for simple cases without the magnets oriented at
angles with the charged surfaces on each magnet either parallel or perpendicular to each
other. In order to rely on using the lowest N value shown to be sufficiently accurate, the
magnets must always have a dmin greater than 1 inch for all possible orientation angles of
the master and the slave. To translate this to a center-to-center distance comprised of the
dx, dy, and dz., the hypotenuse of the magnets needs to be accounted for. This idea is
demonstrated in Figure 5.24.
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Hypotenuse of the master

Hypotenuse of the slave

Figure 5.24. Hypotenuses of the magnets used to demonstrate the absolute dmin for all
orientation angles of the magnets.
Table 5.3 shows the sum of the hypotenuse for different master and slave magnet
combinations. In order to use the number of point charges per surface N concluded in 5.3
and 5.5, the separation distance d comprised of dx, dy, and dz. should be kept over the
value shown.
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Table 5.3. The minimum d to use N for quick computations.

Master

Slave

2X2X1
2DX1
1.5DX1

.38DX.5
.38DX.5
.38DX.5

d for dmin = 0
1.81"
1.44"
1.21"

d for dmin = 1"
2.81"
2.44"
2.21"

As an example, ROSA was operated using separation distances ranging from 14.3 cm to
30.48 cm (5.6 in to 12 in). The use of a low number of point charges N would always be
sufficient to use the master and slave model to model the force interactions in the
prototype.

5.5 Minimum N for Accuracy for Master/Slave Magnet System
Though 5.3 gave a good indication of how the accuracy of the coulombian model
corresponds to the number of points N distributed on each surface, it did not provide a
floor for how low an N value can be run and still have accurate results. The next range of
tests provides an idea of how few points are needed to fall within a desired %Error for a
given minimum separation distance dmin.
In 5.3, the nr method was shown to be the least accurate when using ~100 points. It
would not be desirable to use it at an even lower N value, so it will not be suitable for this
testing. The sunflower method has a very sporadic distribution when using a low number
of points, so it would also not be suitable for very low N. The two m and n point
distribution methods were mostly equivalent for larger values of dmin, so only one method
was used for this investigation. The equal m and n areas method was used for
investigating the minimum N needed for a desired accuracy in the master and slave
magnet system since it fared on average worse than the equal spacing method as dmin
decreased. The equal m and n spacing method was presumed to have the same or better
accuracy at the minimum N value.
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Two runs of data sets were completed where Fz was computed for a range of dmin for a
wide range of N. The minimum amount of points N for the %Error in Fz to be below 0.1%
and 1% was then noted for a range of minimum separation distance dmin. The first run
studied magnets of the same size, 2DX1, and used the same configuration as in the fourth
run of the distribution method comparison; the results are shown in Figure 5.25. The
second run studied magnets of different sizes, using the 2DX1 as the master and
the .38DX.5 magnet as the slave, just like the second COMSOL run; the results are
shown in Figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.25. N1/2 vs. dmin needed to keep %Error below 1% and 0.1% in computing Fz
where both magnets are the same size (2DX1).
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Figure 5.26. N1/2 vs. dmin needed to keep %Error below 1% and 0.1% in computing Fz
where the magnets are not close to the same size (2DX1 master, .38DX.5 slave).
The results show that for small separation distances, a larger number of charge points N
needs to be distributed on the magnet surfaces. The number of points needed in each data
set to have a %Error smaller than 0.1% rapidly increases when the magnets are in close
proximity. When the magnets are both large and of equal size, this point is around a
separation of 0.5 inches. When the magnets resemble the master and slave prototype, this
point is further out and around 1 inch. Interestingly, to keep the %Error less than 1%, the
distance at which the number of points rapidly increases is actually smaller than the data
set using two large magnets.

A second data set run explored the coulombian model computing Fx and Ty for a 2DX1
master and .38DX.5 slave, like in the second COMSOL comparison run. The results are
shown in Figure 5.27.
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Figure 5.27. N1/2 vs. dmin needed to keep %Error below 1% and 0.1% in computing Fx
and Ty where the magnets are not close to the same size (2DX1 master, .38DX.5 slave).
The results demonstrate similar trends as seen in the previous run. The number of points
N jumps for separation distances smaller than 0.75 inches but spikes less than the first run.
The force and torque values can be computed nearly all the way to the magnets in contact
if the %Error being held to 1% is acceptable.

5.6 Computation Time
The computation time versus the total number of charged points distributed on each
surface for the coulombian model to compute solutions for the force and torque magnetic
interactions is shown in Figure 5.28.
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Figure 5.28. Computation time versus the number of charged points on each surface.
The total number of points distributed on each surface has a huge impact on computation
time. This chapter has demonstrated that for any separation distances that would be used
in a master and slave system of magnets, a relatively low number of charged particles
distributed will yield results accurate enough for the %Error to be less than 0.1%. The
distribution of 502 charged particles on each surface takes less than 0.1 seconds to
compute the force and torque interactions, and 665 sets of input parameters could be
computed in one minute. For massive data sets, 282 distributed charged particles on each
surface could have 6,000 sets of input parameters computed in one minute.

All computation times given in this thesis were collected running on a fourth-generation
Intel® Core™ i7-4790K processor at stock clock speeds. The coulombian model was
written in C# with each for loop heavily optimized to reduce redundancy in computations
by pulling each computation to the most outer for loop possible. Different function calls
were tested for math computations to select ones that reduced the total computation time
(for example, square root versus raising to the half power, square function versus
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multiplying a variable twice, sin function of different libraries). The C# code also took
advantage of all CPU threads available.

The original code written in MATLAB was substantially slower. What took the C#
application under 1.4 seconds to compute took the unoptimized MATLAB code 8,091
seconds. The MATLAB script that is optimized like the C# code takes 179 seconds. The
speed advantage of using C# is tremendous. Another way to look at it is that to stay at 1.4
second computations, the C# application can use N = 10,000, the optimized MATLAB
script could do N = 870, and the unoptimized MATLAB script could handle N = 126.

The GUI interface of the C# application is shown in Figure 5.29. It can prefill input fields
from the most recent data runs when opened. The outputs are organized into scenario
folders and saved as comma separated values (.CVS). Most of the input fields can handle
a range of values, the input fields have tool tips when the mouse hovers over them, and
each scenario is organized and has the input fields changed to be appropriate.
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Figure 5.29. The C# GUI of the coulombian model.
The coulombian model has shown to be highly accurate. For separation distances that
have the magnets close to contact, the coulombian model has been shown to compute
magnetic force interactions several times faster than FEA. For distances where the
magnets are farther apart, such as the master and slave system of magnets that is the basis
of this thesis, the coulombian model is extremely fast and accurate.
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CHAPTER 6. ANALYSIS OF MASTER/SLAVE SYSTEM

The previous chapter studied the limitations of the coulombian model for accuracy and
computation time. It was concluded that the model is very accurate using a relatively low
number of point charges for separation distances between a master magnet and a slave
magnet. This chapter uses the appropriate parameters for the desired accuracy to explore
and analyze aspects of the master and slave magnet system.

6.1 Rotation Schemes of the Master Magnet
In 2.1, one rotation scheme was introduced and defined as SYSA. As the ROSA prototype
was designed, a second coordinate system B (SYSB) emerged from using a different
rotation method to orient the master magnet using a roll and then a pitch motion.
6.1.1 Demonstrating SYSA and SYSB
The SYSA coordinate system and rotation scheme is capable of orienting a magnet in any
direction, but the lack of a third rotation angle means the magnet cannot be rotated about
the normal direction ZA”. This was intentionally done because the master and slave
prototype only used two motors to position the master magnet by orienting the master
magnet using a roll and then a pitch motion. The roll and pitch motion made it easier to
locate the motors farther away from the prototype’s gimbal system. This not only lets the
motors be placed where desired in the external support system, but it also moved any
material away from the master magnet that could affect its magnetic field.

Since the coordinate system SYSA was initially picked to match rotation schemes for
coordinate systems commonly used in mathematics, a cuboidal magnet will have a
different orientation than a magnet oriented using the prototype’s gimbal system shown
in Figure 1.4. This will be demonstrated by walking through the SYSB coordinate system
side by side with SYSA. The north face of the magnet using the SYSA scheme will be
shown in green and the SYSB scheme’s will be shown in blue.
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Both rotation schemes begin with the magnet centered at the origin and the z-axis in the
normal direction of the north face of the magnet. This is shown in Figure 6.1.
Z

Y
X

Figure 6.1. A cuboidal magnet with no rotation.
SYSA moves by first rotating the magnet about the Z-axis by an angle α changing the yaw
of the magnet and then a second rotation changes the pitch of the magnet by rotating
about the intermediate XA’-axis by an angle γ. SYSB moves by first rolling the magnet
about the Y-axis by an angle θ and then a second rotation pitches the magnet about the
intermediate XB’-axis by an angle φ. The first rotations for both schemes are shown in
Figure 6.2, and the second rotations are shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.2. First rotations for SYSA (green) where α = 45° and SYSB (blue) where
θ = 35.3°.
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Figure 6.3. Second rotations for SYSA (green) where γ = 45° and SYSB (blue) where
φ = 30°.
Both coordinate systems lack a third rotation and an orientation angle for spinning the
magnet about the Z”-axis. This was done to reduce the number of degrees of freedom in
the system and to avoid using a third motor to orient the master magnet. Since both
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coordinate systems are capable of pointing the Z”-axis in all directions, the final
orientation of the magnet rotated to the same Z” direction using SYSA might not be the
same for a magnet rotated using SYSB.
The rotation scheme demonstrations on the previous page were chosen such that the
normal vector through the north face has the same direction after using the rotations of
SYSA and SYSB. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 6.4 by placing the final result of
both rotation schemes on top of one another.

ZA”, ZB”
Missing third
rotation

Figure 6.4. Highlighting of the difference between rotation schemes. The corners of the
magnet rotated by SYSA are in green; the corners of the magnet rotated by SYSB are in
blue.
Since a cylindrical magnet is symmetrical about the Z”-axis, there is no difference
between using the two coordinate systems. However, in the case of the cuboidal magnet,
the corners of the magnet will end up in different locations for most orientations
depending on which rotation scheme is used. Both coordinate systems were kept to study
the limitations of not orientating the magnets with an additional rotation.
If the ability to spin about the Z”-axis can be shown to be inconsequential, then a third
motor can be eliminated from future prototype design considerations. Being able to
ignore a degree of freedom also simplifies orientations to hold the slave magnet in a
stable position since there is one less degree of freedom in the system.
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6.1.2 Determining When the Third Rotation Does Not Matter
If the third rotation and the location of the corners of a master cuboidal magnet have
essentially no effect on the slave magnet, then the master magnet should able to be spun
about the third rotation angle without changing the magnetic force interactions exerted on
the slave magnet. The following analysis run was completed to find when that occurs
using the 2X2X1 master magnet and the .38DX.5 slave magnet.

In order to test all of the orientations possible for a master and slave magnet, the master
magnet was kept and spun in place by changing α1 from 0° through 45°. The slave
magnet was kept at a constant separation distance |d| by changing dy, and dz. The slave
magnet was then spun by changing α2 and γ2 at each position for each value of α1. This
was repeated as the position of the slave magnet was moved in a circle at a constant
radius |d|. The concept is shown in Figure 6.5.
Z

Master magnet spun for
each combination of

Slave magnet spun

position and orientation of

in both directions

α2

the slave magnet
|d
α1

γ2

Looking for ΔF

and ΔT ≈ 0

X
Y
Slave magnet moved along arc
Figure 6.5. Testing all possible orientation combinations of the magnets.
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For each position around the master magnet at distances |d|, orientation angle γ2, and
orientation angle α2 for the slave magnet, the force and torque components were recorded
for α1 from 0° through 45°. If the changing corner positions of the magnet have minimal
effect on the slave magnet, then the force and torque components plotted versus α1 from
0° through 45° should appear near constant. That is, they are essentially unchanging due
to the corners of the master magnet moving toward and away from the slave magnet.
For each of these positions and orientations, the force and torque components for α1 from
0° through 45° were averaged and the standard deviation calculated. For the effect of the
spinning master magnet to have essentially no effect on the slave magnet, the standard
deviations of the force and torque components must be near zero. This was all repeated
for different distances |d|.
6.1.3 Results of Testing Corner Effect
As an example, one data set is shown for the slave magnet moving around the master
magnet in the yz-plane at distances |d|. Only γ2 is changing in this example; α2 is held
constant. As the slave magnet moves in the yz-plane around the master magnet, it is
expected to only have nonzero force components Fy and Fz and a nonzero torque
component Tx as α1 changes from 0° through 45°. These force and torque components
should stay constant while the other components stay near zero.

For each position, the maximum force, torque, and standard deviations observed for all
the changes in orientation of the slave magnet was recorded. The maximums observed
were then compared for all positions around the master magnet at the same distance |d|.
The maximum standard deviations were then plotted for distances |d|. The results are
shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6. Standard deviation of the force and torque components for the data run.
To quantify the size of the variation of the force and torque components, the coefficient
of variation (cv) was used.

cv 




(6.1)

where  is the standard deviation of a force or torque component and  is a resultant of
the force or torque components.

The cv was then plotted versus distances |d| for each component and is shown in
Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7. cv vs. |d| for the example case.
Observing the two plots, it was expected that the standard deviation of the nonzero
components Fy, Fz, and Tx would be largest. When the slave magnet is at a closer distance
to the master magnet, even the components expected to be near zero are clearly nonzero
and Fy, Fz, and Tx are changing by a good amount as the master magnet is spun. As the
slave magnet moves out to increasing distances from the master magnet, each of the
standard deviations moved under a ratio of 0.01 using the maximum force and torque
exerted on the slave magnet at each position for a sweep of γ2. At this position, the
changing corners of the master magnet have minimal change in effect on the slave
magnet.
The data collection was continued for as many possible combinations of changing α2 and
γ2. The data showed the same trend—that for a separation of magnet center to magnet
center of 4 or more inches, the spinning master magnet has almost no changing effect on
the slave magnet. Since the slave orientation was incremented in 10° increments for γ2
and 30° increments for α2 and erring on the side of caution, the .38DX.5 magnet should
be no closer than 4 inches from center to center with the 2X2X1 master magnet for the
corner positions to be ignorable.
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6.1.4 Confirming the Methodology
Using the standard deviation and coefficient of variance to study the large data set that
includes all orientation and position combinations possible for the magnets was
confirmed by checking the force and torque interactions on the slave magnet for a few
selected scenarios.

The resultant force and torque was recorded for two runs of the 2X2X1 master magnet
and the .38DX.5 slave magnet that use the SYSA rotation scheme. The master magnet
was turned to α1 = 45° and spun through an entire rotation of γ1. The slave magnet was
kept in positions along the α = -45° radial in the XY-plane at a varying separation distance
|d|. This scenario is shown in Figure 6.8, where the slave was turned 90° for the second
run.
Z

|d|

Y

X
Figure 6.8. Confirmation configuration for SYSA rotation scheme.
The resultant force and torque was then tested for the master magnet using the SYSB
rotation scheme. Trigonometry was used to translate the SYSA angles α1 and γ1 so that the
SYSB angles θ1 and φ1 had the normal vector of the north face of the magnet oriented in
the same directions as SYSA for α1 = 45° and a full rotation of γ1. This scenario is shown
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in Figure 6.9. The second orientation where the slave magnet is turned 90° is also shown
in the figure.
Z

|d|

Y

X
Figure 6.9. Confirmation configuration for SYSB rotation scheme.
The rotation using SYSB angles has to vary both input angles θ1 and φ1 to mimic the
rotation of SYSA only needing to vary γ1. This has the corners for each position in
different locations for each rotation scheme and was the reason for choosing this
configuration. The resultant force and torque of the interactions on the slave magnet was
then recorded versus γ1 for SYSA and its equivalent for SYSB for increasing separation
distances. The results are plotted in Figure 6.10, Figure 6.11, Figure 6.12, and
Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.10. Resultant force vs. γmaster for varying |d|, γslave = 0°.
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Figure 6.11. Resultant torque vs. γmaster for varying |d|, γslave = 0°.
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Figure 6.12. Resultant force vs. γmaster for varying |d|, γslave = 90°.
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Figure 6.13. Resultant torque vs. γmaster for varying |d|, γslave = 90°.
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The results match the expectations from studying the standard deviations and coefficients
of variance. The resultant force for the different rotation schemes varies quite a bit at
short distances of |d|, but by the time the magnets are 4 inches apart, the plots overlap
very closely. The coefficient of variance plot in 6.1.3 showed the torque components
being lower than the force components and dropping close to zero at a shorter separation
distance. The resultant torque plots show the same trend. The SYSA and SYSB schemes
had the resultant torques differing less than the resultant force at the closest distance and
closely overlapping at closer distances than the resultant force did.

Testing these scenarios shows that using the standard deviation and coefficient to quickly
study all orientations and positions possible worked well.
6.1.5 Conclusion on Rotation Schemes
As an example, ROSA was operated using separation distances ranging from 14.3 cm to
30.48 cm (5.6 in to 12 in). Since this is past the point where the effects of the corner
positions have dropped off, the two coordinate systems are similar enough to one another.
Using just the desired orientation of normal vectors, simple trigonometry translation
could have the outputs of a coulombian model based on SYSA converted to coordinates
as used by SYSB. A control method using one rotation scheme could provide the needed
calculations for force, torque, and stable positions in the parameters for a prototype using
another scheme. The next designer also has more freedom in exploring design changes of
the gimbal system and motor placement. By knowing that changes of rotation axes have
minimal difference, design considerations can take higher priority knowing that a change
will not have a negative impact on the force interactions between the magnets.

Another useful advantage would be being able to ignore a third rotation of a cuboidal
slave magnet. Some of the usages of the master and slave systems shown in the literature
review control the slave magnet for both position and orientation. If a cuboidal slave
magnet’s third angle of rotation is ignorable, this decreases those system models by 1
degree of freedom.
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The conclusion that corner effects have dropped off significantly enough after 4 inches is
specific to the magnet geometries tested. The methodology should be repeated to find the
drop-off point for other magnet sizes and geometries.

6.2 Analysis of the Phase Angle
In 4.3, a phase angle Ψ was introduced to study the time-independent difference between
the counter-rotating behavior of magnets. The phase angle helped clarify the change in
orientation of the master versus the change in orientation of the slave in finer detail. The
master and slave rotate counter to each other but not in a one-to-one relationship. The
phase angle indicated when the slave was leading or following the counterrotation of the
master magnet. This section studies the effect that the separation distance between the
magnets has on the phase angle.
Figure 6.14 shows a plot of the phase angle Ψ versus γmaster. The data was generated from
finding the stable positions of the .38DX.5 slave magnet for a full rotation of the 2DX1
master magnet. The slave magnet is centered above the master magnet along the z-axis
where dz is the only component of the separation distance and is varied from 2 to 6 inches.
From Table 5.3, the d for dmin = 0 for these magnets is 1.44 inches, so dz = 2 inches places
the magnets close together.
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Figure 6.14. γmaster vs. Ψ for separations dz for the 2DX1 master and .38DX.5 slave.
The plot shows that the peak value of the phase angle grows at an increasing rate as the
separation between the magnets decreases. The phase angle drops off at a slower rate at
the farther distances, which causes the plots to get close to overlapping at the peaks. The
peaks and zeroes of the phase angle occur at the same orientations for each of the
distances.

The increasing magnitude of the peak phase angles without the peaks changing location
indicate that the rate change of the phase angle is always higher for closer separation
distances. This means the slave magnet for an internal camera system would seem more
jittery and harder to control, especially for the maximum rate of change of the phase
angle when the magnets are perpendicular to one another. A small change in the
orientation of the master magnet at these orientations would have a large change in the
orientation of the slave magnet.
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The same scenario was repeated but with using two magnets of equal size, 2DX1. This is
shown in Figure 6.15. The separation distances vary from 3 to 6 inches, where d for dmin
= 0 for these magnets is 2.24 inches.
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Figure 6.15. γmaster vs Ψ for separations dz for both magnets at the same size (2DX1).
When both magnets are the same size, opposite trends are seen. The peaks of the phase
angles are decreasing in magnitude at closer separation distances, and the location of the
peaks changes. Magnets of equal size at closer separation distances to each other become
more similar to a one-to-one counterrotation.
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The data indicates that the behavior of the counterrotation of two magnets is dependent
on the relative size of magnets and their separation distance.

6.3 Magnet Geometry Optimization
In order to have the highest possible torque to move an internal camera system, the
magnets of the master and slave system should be optimized. This section attempts to
select the best master and slave magnets based on geometry and size.
6.3.1 Optimal Slave Magnet Sizing
The initial data collection investigates if there is an optimal aspect ratio of the slave
magnet that would provide the highest peak torque. First, the aspect ratio will be defined
as the ratio of the height to radius:

  h2 / a1

(6.2)

For every orientation of the slave magnet γslave, there is a corresponding orientation of the
master magnet that exerts the highest possible torque. When the slave magnet is
positioned along the Z-axis, the position of the slave magnet with the highest peak torque
is when the master is at γmaster = 0° or 180° and the slave is at γslave = ±90°. The position
with the lowest peak torque is when the master is at γmaster = ±90° and the slave is at
γslave = 0° or 180°. The optimal magnet geometry for these two extremes will be
determined to conclude a geometry that will allow the master magnet to exert the highest
possible torque on the slave magnet for all orientations.

The torque values for these two orientation combinations were collected for a wide range
of slave magnets with a varying aspect ratio  . The volume of the slave magnets was
held constant and equal to the volume of the .38DX.5 slave magnet. The separation
values of the magnet were also kept equivalent by computing the absolute minimum
separation value based on the hypotenuse of the slave magnets, using the hypotenuse of
the 2DX1 master magnet, and adjusting the separation distance dz. This ensured that
obscure magnet ratios were not benefiting from or hindered by geometry that would have
let the magnets have a smaller dmin for possible orientations. The torque for each  was
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then plotted for several distances dz. Since dz is dependent on the aspect ratio, the aspect
ratios were grouped using the dmin for  = 1.333 since that is the aspect ratio of the
.38DX.5 slave magnet. The results are shown in Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.16. Tx vs.  for the 2DX1 master at γmaster = 0° and the slaves at γslave = 90°.
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Figure 6.17. Tx vs.  for the 2DX1 master at γmaster = 90° and the slaves at γslave = 0°.
Since the torque drops off quickly with an increasing separation distance, the data is
shown again in Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 using the ratio of the torque at that  to the
peak torque for all  at the same distance. This makes it easier to see the best  for each
distance.
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Figure 6.18. Tx/max(Tx) vs.  for the 2DX1 master at γmaster = 0° and the slaves at
γslave = 90°.
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Figure 6.19. Tx/max(Tx) vs.  for the 2DX1 master at γmaster = 90° and the slaves at
γslave = 0°.
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With the torque normalized, the best aspect ratio for each separation distance becomes
clearer. When the slave was at γslave = 90°, the best aspect ratio was around 0.6. When the
slave was at γslave = 0°, the best aspect ratio was at around 1 but with less severe drop off
of the peak torque for other aspect ratios. If the aspect ratios for the two configurations
are multiplied together for each aspect ratio, the aspect ratio that best satisfies both
extremes is about 0.8. The aspect ratio also shows a flattening trend for increasing
separation distances, which indicates that the optimal geometry becomes less critical as
the magnets are separated further.

This indicated that for equivalent volumes, a slightly squat slave magnet will have the
highest peak torques for the same distance as other slave magnets. Since the radius of the
magnet of the prototype was limited by the trocar in which the internal system needed to
pass through, the optimal length of a slave magnet was investigated for a given radius.

The radius of the slave magnet was held constant, and the peak torque for the same
position and orientation configuration of the previous data was plotted for slave magnets
of varying length. The radius of the .38DX.5 slave magnet was used, and the separation
distance dz was 5 inches. The result is shown in Figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.20. Tx vs. slave magnets with varying height h2.
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The plot shows that the torque for the slave magnet turned 90° increases steadily with an
increase in the slave magnet’s length. The torque eventually peaks at some point for a
slave magnet longer than the width of the master magnet, and the specific point will
depend on the separation distance of the magnets. Since this length corresponds with a
slave magnet of an unreasonable length to be used in the master and slave system, the
takeaway is that it is best to fit a magnet as long as possible in the internal camera system
body if the radius cannot be increased further.

Given that the aspect ratio indicates that an optimal slave magnet will be bound by the
size of the entrance hole and that the length possible should be maximized, it is likely that
the optimal slave magnet should be a hollow cylinder. A hollow cylindrical magnet could
use the full radius and length possible while the hollow space will minimize the total
volume used. Since the volume of the internal system is a design constraint, the magnet
would utilize the space nearest the outer radius and other components of the internal
system could be moved to use the hollow space of the cylinder. Since the model is not
currently set up to model a hollow center, that confirmation will have to be made in
future work.
6.3.2 Optimal Master Magnet Sizing
The optimal geometry for both a cuboidal and cylindrical master magnet was determined
using the same methodology as in 6.3.1. The aspect ratio  is still defined as the ratio of
the height to width. The aspect ratio varies master magnets using the same volumes as the
2DX1 and 2X2X1 magnets. The same orientations for the two extreme cases were then
repeated for both magnet types to compute the ratio of torque to peak torque for each
distance exerted on a .38DX.5 slave. The results for the two orientations are shown in
Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22 for the cylindrical master magnets and in Figure 6.23 and
Figure 6.24 for the cuboidal master magnets.
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Figure 6.21. Tx/max(Tx) vs.  for the .38DX.5 slave at γmaster = 0° and the cylindrical
masters at γslave = 90°.
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Figure 6.22. Tx/max(Tx) vs.  for the .38DX.5 slave at γmaster = 90° and the cylindrical
masters at γslave = 0°.
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Figure 6.23. Tx/max(Tx) vs.  for the .38DX.5 slave at γmaster = 0° and the cuboidal
masters at γslave = 90°.
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Figure 6.24. Tx/max(Tx) vs.  for the .38DX.5 slave at γmaster = 90° and the cuboidal
masters at γslave = 0°.
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The best aspect ratio for the cylindrical master magnets was about 1 with the γslave = 90°
and about .55 with the slave at γslave = 0°. The aspect ratio that best satisfies both extreme
conditions was 0.71–0.73.
The best aspect ratio for the cuboidal master magnets was about 1.4–1.5 with the γslave =
90° and about 0.8 with the slave at γslave = 0°. The aspect ratio that best satisfies both
extreme conditions was 1.01–1.04.

The two magnet geometries experience opposite trends. The cuboidal magnet favored a
ratio around 1 because the large hypotenuse from the center to a corner of a cuboidal
magnet factors into keeping the absolute separation distance equal for all aspect ratios.
This favored using more height than width than the cylindrical magnet. The hypotenuse
of a cylindrical magnet is smaller for the same aspect ratios, so the cylindrical magnet
being squat was more optimal for exerting the most torque on a slave magnet.
6.3.3 Magnet Geometry Conclusions
The concluded optimal magnet geometry was very specific to separation distances and
magnet sizes with the same volume as the 2DX1, 2X2X1, and .38DX1 magnets. The
methodology should be repeated given specific usage requirements in order to adapt the
conclusions to fit different needs. Different design limitations could altogether change the
drawn conclusions. The key take away is that optimal geometry can be explored quickly
for given requirements using the coulombian model. As an example, the conclusions in
6.3.1 and 6.3.2 would have an impact of increasing the peak torque by 9.0% for γmaster =
0° and γslave = 90° with only a -0.7% trade-off in torque for γmaster = 90° and γslave = 0° if
magnets of optimal geometry were used instead of the 2DX1 master and .38DX.5 slave
where the separation is dz ≈ 4 inches. With the constructed model, similar conclusions
could help the next prototype designer select the best possible magnets by being able to
use tools that can compute a large data set quickly.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Summary and Conclusions
Previous research has shown that there is a use for master and slave systems utilizing
permanent magnets to remotely perform functions using the magnetostatic interactions
between two or more magnets. Authors have pursued a variety of different methods for
modeling the interactions between magnets to further study master and slave magnet
systems to better understand them and develop better control systems. In order to model a
master and slave system based on a previous prototype, the coulombian approach was
used to model the magnetic interactions with a large focus on accuracy and speed of
computation.

A model of the master and slave system using cylindrical or cuboidal permanent magnets
was set up using the coulombian approach. The model relied on distributing point charges
on the north and south face of permanent magnets, so four methods were proposed for
distributing them on the disk-shaped surface of cylindrical magnets and one was
proposed for cuboidal magnets. The model was capable of calculating the forces and
torques exerted on a slave magnet. An iterative solution was also shown that was capable
of determining orientations for the master magnet to orient and hold the slave magnet in a
desired orientation.

An experimental setup was constructed with magnet sizes and distances similar to the
motivating prototype to confirm the accuracy of the model with experimental results.
The experimental data collection showed that the model closely matched the
experimental torque and stable position recordings within a small %Error.

The model was then compared with results generated using FEA software. The model
had a close agreeance with the FEA results, but very close separation distances
approaching contact between the magnets showed that there was a trade-off between
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accuracy and computation cost. Even for minimal separation distances, the model showed
a large advantage in computation time over the FEA software.

In order to minimize the computation time, the accuracy of the model was explored
versus separation distances using the different distribution methods and varying the
number of point charges used. For close distances, the sunflower method for distributing
points on a disk surface for cylindrical magnets was shown to consistently do better than
the other proposed methods. The required number of points distributed to retain accuracy
was also investigated, showing that a relatively low number of points could be used for
most separation distances. There was a spike in the number of point charges needed, but
it was for closer distances than those used in the master and slave surgical prototype.
Forces and torques for these larger separation distances were calculated for thousands of
positions a minute by the coulombian model, showing that the coulombian model’s speed
advantage over FEA software was even greater for magnets no closer than one inch apart.

The model was then utilized to study aspects of the previous prototype, including the
difference between rotation scheme selections, the relationship between the change of
orientation of the internal and external components, and magnet selection optimization.
The difference between two rotation schemes that did not have a third rotation to bring
cuboidal magnets into the same exact orientation was demonstrated to be very small after
a certain separation distance between the master magnet and slave magnet. Optimal
height to width ratio was demonstrated for magnets sized and separated as in the
motivating prototype. Though the results are very specific to those sizes and distances,
the methodology can be repeated as a tool in sizing magnets for other applications.

7.2 Recommended Future Work
The developed model can be enhanced in several ways to further improve the
effectiveness of the model’s use of the coulombian approach. Additional speed
refinements to the model would allow further use to either continue the study of magnets
at extremely close separation distances or to utilize the system model for the development
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of a feedback control system for a master and slave magnet system. The speed advantage
of the coulombian model would be an improvement over current methods that trade off
accuracy for speed; for example, quick FEA solutions with low accuracy or interpolation
of tabled FEA results. There is plenty of room for speed improvement by tweaking
function calls, rearranging code, and increasing the usage of parallel processing as the C#
code only uses CPU threads in parallel. The work performed can be applied to a variety
of applications using permanent magnets because the need to compute the interactions
between magnets varies widely. The study of accuracy limitations could be useful for
other implementations of permanent magnets.

The system model could have further additions in order to perform other useful analysis,
including more magnet geometry possibilities; adding more than one controlling magnet;
adding different routines to automate analysis for a wider range of parameters, such as
centering the rotation of the magnets at an offset distance from their geometric centers;
and to perform system functions such as calibration or localization.

The current analysis and model could also be used to begin the development of the next
master and slave system prototype. The first prototype relied on trial and error, so use of
the system model could allow improvement in many aspects since it provides information
that was unavailable during the previous development. The analysis in Chapter 6 could be
adapted to aid the next designer in optimizing the use of magnets in the next prototype.
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Figure A.1. Fz vs. dmin for the first run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.2. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the first run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.3. Fz vs. dmin for the first run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.4. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the first run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.5. Fz vs. dmin for the first run, N = ~2,500.
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Figure A.6. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the first run, N = ~2500.
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Figure A.7. Fz vs. dmin for the first run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.8. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the first run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.9. Fz vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.10. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.11. Fx vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.12. %Error in Fx vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.13. Ty vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.14. %Error in Ty vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.15. Fz vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.16. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.17. Fx vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.18. %Error in Fx vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.19. Ty vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.20. %Error in Ty vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.21. Fz vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~2,500.
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Figure A.22. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~2,500.
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Figure A.23. Fx vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~2,500.
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Figure A.24. %Error in Fx vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~2,500.
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Figure A.25. Ty vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~2,500.
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Figure A.26. %Error in Ty vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~2,500.
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Figure A.27. Fz vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.28. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.29. Fx vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.30. %Error in Fx vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.31. Ty vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.32. %Error in Ty vs. dmin for the second run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.33. Fz vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.34. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.35. Fy vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.36. %Error in Fy vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.37. Tx vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.38. %Error in Tx vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.39. Fz vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.40. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.41. Fy vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.42. %Error in Fy vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.43. Tx vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.44. %Error in Tx vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.45. Fz vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~2,500.
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Figure A.46. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~2,500.
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Figure A.47. Fy vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~2,500.
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Figure A.48. %Error in Fy vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~2,500.
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Figure A.49. Tx vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~2,500.
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Figure A.50. %Error in Tx vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~2,500.
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Figure A.51. Fz vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.52. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.53. Fy vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.54. %Error in Fy vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.55. Tx vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.56. %Error in Tx vs. dmin for the third run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.57. Fz vs. dmin for the fourth run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.58. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the fourth run, N = ~100.
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Figure A.59. Fz vs. dmin for the fourth run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.60. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the fourth run, N = ~784.
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Figure A.61. Fz vs. dmin for the fourth run, N = ~2500.
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Figure A.62. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the fourth run, N = ~2,500.
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Figure A.63. Fz vs. dmin for the fourth run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.64. %Error in Fz vs. dmin for the fourth run, N = ~10,000.
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Figure A.65. Fz vs. dmin for the fourth run, N = ~10,000, but with αmaster nonzero.
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Figure A.66. Fz vs. dmin for the fourth run, N = ~10,000, but with αmaster nonzero.
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